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Bream, alumni help
recruit new students
By PAMELA WALCK AND
BEN LAFROMBOIS
The Liberty recruiting department has enlisted the help of LU
graduate and Adanta Braves first
baseman Sid Bream, alumni and
pastors in the recruitment of
quality Liberty students, according to Jay Spencer, associate vice
president ofrecruitmentand admissions.
The program will use the high
profile of Bream to market a
$4,000 scholarship to be awarded
to high school seniors, beginning
with the 1993-94 school year.
Seventeen thousand alumni and
approximately 15,000pastors will
nominate potential students for
the scholarship.
"Who better to know the kind Sid Bream
of student were looking for than Atlanta Braves
alumni and pastors," Spencer said.
The scholarship, which will be paid in the amount of
$500 over a period of eight consecutive semesters, is a
new effort by the university to encourage LU alumni to
become involved in the recruitment process at Liberty.
The funding for these scholarships will be provided by
special donors to the university.
According to Jane McHaney, director of the alumni
office, the scholarship wasfirstpresented to LU alumni in
the form of a postcard.
A package regarding information on the scholarship
was then mailed, followed by a letter from Chancellor

Jerry Falwell.
"The package was from Sid
Bream to alumni, explaining the
importance of a Christian education and a college education,"McHaney stated. "Sid has given
to the school throughout the
years."
McHaney also said that the response from the LU alumni has
been very positive.
"A lot of alumni are excited
about the opportunity to give a
scholarship," she said. "It boils
down to the alumni helping
award students; and since everybody knows Sid, we felt that it
would make the program more
successful."
The program is based on the
concept that LU alumni and
pastors nominate graduating
high school seniors for the
scholarships.
All scholarship nominees must meet LU enrollmentrequirements.
"This is an excellent scholarship for someone interested
in coming to Liberty," McHaney stated. "How many
(potential students) will take advantage of this opportunity is hard to say."
Bream attended Liberty in die early 1980s and was
drafted by the L.A. Dodgers during his junior year.
Presently, he plays for the Atlanta Braves. Bream's
wife, Michelle, also graduated from Liberty.

Officers from the LU Pre-med Club take time out from their officers'
The officers mcludw (clockwise, starting at far left). Bill -Canning, u*

Michaelsen, PR director; Corey Ryan, vice president; Bang Tiet,
Bostwick, social director; and Candt Delgatty. president.

Human ecology plans for shows
"More than 15 By WENDY WILLSON
freshmen have Champion Reporter
The human ecology department
shown an interest plans
to bolster awareness of its programs
and cultivate practical skills
in the human
for its participants through two fashecology major this ion shows on Friday, Feb. 19, at 1
p.m. and 1:30 p.m. in front of the LU
year... The
department hopes library.
The fashion show will demonstrate
to continue the the degrees in the human ecology
department which can lead to careers
increasing
in fashion and textile industries.
enrollment."
According to Matalie Howard,
— Matalie Howard
Human ecology professor

enrollment.
The fashion shows which will be
directed by two senior fashion merchandising majors are scheduled to
coincide with College for a Weekend.
The theme for the shows will be "the
professional business woman."
"A lot of people don't know about
the human ecology department. We're
hoping this will increase awareness,"
Debra Waddell, one of the fashion
show directors, said.
Howard will be sponsoring the
event, providing suggestions for
professor in the human ecology de- Waddell and Julie Hollenbeck in how
partment, more than 1S freshmen this to handle their fust fashion show.
"(The department) usually does a
year have indicated an interest in
human ecology majors; and as a fashion show every College for a
result, the department chairpersons Weekend," Hollenbeck stated. "Mrs.
hope to continue increasing its Howard mainly helps us with the

smaller details."
As directors of the fashion show,
Waddell and Hollenbeck will be responsible for announcing models as
well as their outfits. In addition, more
than IS models, all human ecology
majors, will be participating in the
fashion show.
Lynchburg area stores such as
Carter Bates and Casual Corner were
encouraged to loan suits and dresses
that illustrate the show's theme.
In the future, Hollenbeck plans on
working with displays in visual merchandising while Waddell hopes to
be a buyer and eventually own her
own store.
Both agree that organizing the upcoming shows has benefitted them
both professionally and personally.

"It'skind of exciting," Hollenbeck
stated. "It's totally new and a good
experience."
"I've been in fashion shows in high
school but nothing as elaborate as
we're hoping this will be," Waddell
said. "It helps you learn what goes on
behind the scenes."
It's helped me take the initiative
with getting things done. It's something good to put on a resume," she
continued.
In addition to the models, there
will be more than nine dressers who
are also human ecology majors.
The human ecology models will
be walking out from the women's
rest room, in front of the library,
and utilizing a runway and backdrop
that will be set up for the shows.

Club holds first meeting; speakers tell of refugee work
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

A new club which was recently formed on campus has
joined efforts with the LIGHT club in order to increase
world missions awareness through prayer and exposure
to opportunities in personal ministry.
The organization, World Impact Club, met on Tuesday, Feb. 9, for the fust time, informing students and
challenging them to pursue their career goal in missions.
The evening's highlight was when two missionaries
from Kenya addressed the students. David Sloan, and LU
graduate and Rick Lange, a LU professor, shared experiences they had while working with Somali refugees in
Northern Africa.
Sloan, shared of how God led his team to Somalia,
where he is now a missionary.
"God takes you to a lot of closed doors before you are
able to walk through open one," Sloan said. "God has
lessons to teach you now before you go out on the field."
Sloan went on to explain that it was through the many
closed doors that the group of six missionaries finally
became a team.
"We're not just six people," Sloan explained. "We use
each other's spiritual gifts to be one instrument for God's
glory."
Sloan stated that in Northeast Kenya, there are presently more than 300,000 Somali refugees.
"During a survey trip, God broke our hearts," he said.
"I remember standing on a crowded street in a marketplace looking in all four directions as far as the eye could
see. There wasn't a Christian in sight. From that moment
on, Somalis were not just targets for evangelism. They

were people."
"I had never been in a place where I had seen a teeming
mass of people who had never heard the name of Jesus
Christ," he continued.
Lange, also a member of the outreach to the Somalis,
suggested that students interested in missions make plans as
to how to go about entering the mission field.
"Going on a campaign for 10 days or so would give you
exposure to missions at a low level and at low risk. You'llsee
how the church of Jesus Christ has manifested around the
world in different cultures," Lange encouraged. "Do that and
if you still feel God is leading you in that direction, go longer,
for a few months."
From that point, Lange suggests short-term work, then
internships.
'This step-by-step process will lead you deeper and deeper
into experiential work. There are so many opportunities to
get involved right here at Liberty," he explained.
Lange closed the club meeting with a challenge for students to see how they can fit into God's plan of world
missions in different parts of the world.
In addition to the evening speakers, Dave Mitchell, club
sponsor, invited LU students to participate in a prayer meeting every Sunday after church in DeMoss 114.
The meeting will be an informal gathering where students
can share their personal needs in addition to praying for the
campus, community and missionaries.
"Our goal is to build an awareness for missions. Not just
those placed far away but the mission work that can be done
right here on campus. If we look around, we'll realize there
are a lot of students who are really hurting," Mitchell said.
"We'd like to get involved in the different ministries."

photo by SiwMon W w w

LU professor, Rick Lange, addresses the new missions club on campus, World Impact Club,
telling of the various events that occurred while working with Somali refugees in North Kenya.
The team, scheduled for the deputation process in early May, will be working in conjunction
with SIM International missions group.
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Open house provides
information on careers

• %

By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

The human ecology department is
sponsoring an open house that will
feature in career information, course
information, presentations and refreshments in Rooms 100 and 132 in
the Applied Science Hall (the old
deli) on Friday, Feb. 19, from 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
uiutimmtiiti
The open house is designed to show
im\w. UUJ'Ui- n!
students the skills and creative outlets
attained through taking courses in the
department.
"(The open house) introduces students who are undecided about their
major to the human ecology department, Inpast years, we've hadas high
photo coixw.y «t Or. Don G»r16t*
as 500-600 people attend. This year
Ghosts at Appomattox, a photo takenby LU Professor Dr. Donald Gaiiock, received third we anticipate a few hundred," Dr.
place and a prize of $500 In the Civil War Times Illustrated History Lovers photo contest
Treva Babcock, chairman of the
The contest yielded more than 2,000 photos, some that were taken more than 30 years ago. human ecology department, said.
The top six finalists, respectively included: Marti Lambert of Parma, Ohio; Doug Redding of
Live food demonstrations, color
Rockvitle, Md.; Garlock; JimMcQee of Portage, Ind.; Helen Collins of Mount Vernon, Ohio; analyses, dietary analyses and various displays will provide students who
and Jim Skorzak of Lincoln, III.
are involved with the human ecology
department opportunities to display
their accomplishments in their prospective careers.
"At least 120 people will be involved, basically the whole depart-

• : • : • ; • ; • : • : ; • . • : : - * : • : - • • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : ' : • ; • : • : • : • ; • .

Campus clean-up resolutions,
bills pass student senate
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Champion Reporter

A bill that help keep the Liberty
campus clean was passed by the student senate Thursday, Feb. 11. The
bill, if instituted, would get students
personally involved in improving the
appearance of campus.
"We have had a fall/spring cleanup day in the past, and it was a good,
successful event," Sen. ReneeReber,
originator of the bill, stated.
The Resolution for Fall/Spring
Clean-Up Day proposes that "a fall/
spring clean-up program be instituted
to improve the environmental condition in order to enhance Liberty's
grounds."
The resolution also suggested that
one Saturday in the fall and spring be
designated as fall/spring clean-up day.
'This program would be voluntary

and designed to encourage students to
get involved in making this campus a
more respectable place by being partially responsible for its appearance,"
Reber added.
Another campus environment bill
brought before the senate, the Resolution for Reprimands for Littering,
proposed that "any student found
littering on campus by a proper authority (resident assistant, faculty, and/
or administrator) receives three reprimands."
"I conceived this bill to be a request
to make this campus more beautiful,"
Reber, sponsor of the bill, explained.
An additional bill passed by senate
was The Hall Damage Bill, which
would require that an itemized record
of hall damage and the cost of repair
be posted in a highly visible and
accessible place on students' respec-

^(jene^pierts

tive halls.
The posted account would pertain
to damages incurred during the previous semester and would remain posted
for at least two weeks after the beginning of the next semester.
Other bills passed by senate last
Thursday were:
• The Sweatpants Resolution of
1992: which would allow sweatpants
to be worn in the cafeteria for dinner
hours everyday.
• The 22 Resolution: which would
change the current age divisions required for off-campus living from a
semester division to a full academic
year division. If implemented, any
student who is 22 years of age or older
by May 31, within a given academic
year and with the recommendation of
the dean of men or women, may live
off campus.

The Ralph Lauren branch in Greensment," Babcock stated. "It's an opboro,
N.C., employs one of more than
portunity for the students to get in200
graduates
from the LU human
volved in a presentation. The stua
a
a
M
M
M
ecology departdents can put it BI^B^HMHHMI
on their resu"(The open house) ment.
Another Libmes."
introduces students erty graduate
Designing
house interiors,
who are undecided was hired by one
the largest inmerchandising,
about their major to of
terior design
fashion design
the human ecology corporation in
and working for
SC.
family and comdepartment. Inpast Charlotte,
Other LU gradumunity organizayears, we've hadas ates go to gradutions are just a
ate school.
few occupations
high as 500-600
Students maavailable through
people attend,"
joring in other
the four concen— Dr. Treva Babcock disciplines may
trations in the
Department Chairman often take a
Human Ecology
department.
course in human
According to Babcock, graduates ecology as an elective.
"Lots of students take the (HUEC)
in human ecology can expect success
101 class for their personal benefit. In
in the job market.
"People are less familiar with ca- 101, we do image and body and color
reers in this area, but there are a lot of analysis as well as construct a garcareer openings. Students that are ment," Babcock stated.
Other popular elective courses are:
very creative are usually to be found
in fashion merchandising and inte- HUEC 201, family and the ecosysrior design professions. Our gradu- tem; HUEC 221, interior design;
ates have done well in finding excel- HUEC 361, resource management;
and HUEC 373, parenting.
lent positions," Babcock said.

Campus Calendar
• The speakers for
| chapel this week include:
| Wednesday—(split chapels) Moral Integrity,Dr.
and Mrs. Jay Strack
Friday — Dr. Falwe'll
| Monday —The Needs of
.the World, Steve Coffee

Curtis Chapman will be in
concert on March 25. For
ticket information, call ext.
2131.

• Late night activities for
Friday, Feb. 19, include: late
skate, bowling and Moonlight Madness at David's
| * Al Denson will be in Place.
| concert on Feb. 27, at 7
p.m. in the LU Multi-Pur- • Circle K will be sponsorpose Center. Steven ing a Blood Drive in the LU
•.-.•.•.•'.•.•.'•'.•.-.'.'.'.•••:-:.••:•••'•'•••:.:-••:-•-'-•-:-'-:••:•••••>•.'•:•:•:••••--
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2 Free Games
at

THJ PHOTOGRAPHER

239-4022

River Ridge Mall

rE

l/Vi W Qot It Covered—
Everything you need for that
special day and all in one place
• Consulting
• Tuxedo Rentals
• Wedding Gowns
• Flower Arrangements
• Certified BeautiControl Consultant
»Catering - The Acorn Cupboard

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

'Etegant Photography
4880 FORT AVENUE LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24502

• Thursday Night pool
tournaments are continuing this week at David's
Place Thursday, Feb. 18,
from 7:30 p.m. to 11:30
p.m. Prizes will be
awarded to top players.

IlIMIIli'lit

This coupon good for

<§]

Vines Center on Wednesday, Feb. 17 and Thursday, Feb. 18. The drive
will begin at noon and
last until 6 p.m.

the

Organdy
Oak Tree

($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 2-28-93 Sun - Thurs only

7724 Timberlake Rd.
(across from Shell Station)

237-1354

: • : • : • : - : • : • : • : • : • : • : • :

SEARS AUTOMOTIVE
RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG
(804) 582-5331

(

We Employ ASE |
Certified Mechanics I

Clearwater Beach
Alive
A Beach Evangelism Ministry

See Us For AH Your:
Tire
OPEN
Shocks / Struts
Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Batteries
Sun. 9:30-6:00 p.m.
Alignment
Break Needs

March 12-21
Cost: $250

Convient Overnight Dropoff Service

$25 Discount
For
YouthQuest
Members &
CBA Alumni!

Lynchburg Chiropractic Center

Dr. Todd M. MacDowall

•'•":

Liberty University Alumnus

J2*

384-1631

,;
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Pick up applications
inRH124

FREE EXAM TO LU STUDENTS W/ I.D.
3012 FOREST HILLS CENTER
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501

"-""MM

Make YOUR Spring Break Count!
EXAM VALUED AT $50.00

Sponsored by Center For Yourth Ministries
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Music professor
holds recital
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assistant Copy Editor

Dr. Samuel Wellman, assistant professor of piano at LU, presented a
piano recital last Friday evening,
featuring an original composition
titled "Demented Dances, Op. 47."
In addition, Wellman also performed several contemporary pieces
in addition to classical works from
greats such as Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms.
"Demented Dances, Op. 47," a
piece that consists of five dances, is
an example of Wellman's musical
sense of humor.
"In music, there is humor. You just
need to look for it It's even in Bach
and Beethoven," Wellman stated.
"The 'Demented Dances' are demented because there's something
wrong with each one."
Examples include the "Dance of
the Busybodies" which is played in
two different keys while another
"dance" utilizes various keys to portray an out-of-tune band.
As a composer, Wellman has written more than 400 original pieces of

music, 39 of which have been published by CPP/Belwin and Lorenz.
"The market is very competitive.
You have to prepare well and be diligent in your search," Wellman said.
"It'sveryhardtogetmusicpublished."
Wellman, who began playing piano when he was seven years old,
admits that though practice is important, he does not like to spend long
hours at the piano.
"I don't like to practice long hours
but I love to play," he said. "There is
more to life man growing moldy on a
piano bench."
Wellman came to LU in Septemberl992. Before he began teaching
at Liberty, he taught piano, theory and
music literature for 17 years at Warner
Southern College in Lake Wales, Fla.
He received a bachelor's degree in
music education from Lenoir Rhyne
College and earned his master's degree in music theory and a doctorate
in composition from Florida State
University.
Although he has gained his doctorate, Wellman considers his family to
be his greatest accomplishment

Selah offers
job experience
By JOANNA TEDDER

Dr. Samuel Wellman, LU piano professor, concentrates on the
keyboard during his concert on Friday, Feb. 12. Wellman has
had 39 orginial musical pieces published during his career.

Stracks to speak in special, split chapel at Liberty
By AMY MORRIS

Charleston Southern University and
then from Southwestern Theological
Dr. Jay Strack, evangelist and au- Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas. He
thor from Dallas, Texas, and his wife, went on to receive his master of divinDiane, will be the guest speakers for a ity and doctorate of ministry degrees
split chapel on Wednesday, Feb. 17. from Luther Rice Seminary in
Strack and his wife will be speak- Jacksonville, Fla.
ing on Moral Integrity and addressing such issues as "What is true love?"
and "Dating/Engagement"
The Stracks, who married in 1972,
have two children, Melissa, 16, and
Christa, 13.
Strack graduated cum laude from
Champion Reporter
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The yearbook photographs include:
sporting events, concerts, posed group
shots and candid poses.
In addition, the graphics and layout
aspect is an integral part of the yearly
publication because it unites the book
centered around a specific theme.
"It's a real creative challenge,"
Snyder stated.
In addition to editorial positions,
Selah is also recruiting writers and
photographers. These staff members
can receive class or Christian service
credit for their work, or they can simply volunteer their time and talent.
According to Blandford, the yearbook is a fun, social activity that
provides a great opportunity in gaining knowledge and skill in a journalism career.
"They (yearbook editors) gain
practical experience to help them in
the future. When a student graduates,
he needs practical experience or it's
hard to get a job," Snyder said.
In addition, the yearbook is looking for student leaders interested in
organizing people for promotional
and fund-raising purposes as well.
"It's great leadership experience.
You learn how to deal with people,"
Blandford said.
Any student interested can obtain
an application in the Selah office
located in TE 110 or attend a special
meeting for potential editors on
Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 3:30 p.m. in
TE110.

Assistant Copy Editor

He is the founder of the Jay Strack
Association in Dallas, Texas, an evangelistic ministry involved with outreaches such as crusades, rallies and
publishing;
Strack is also the author of several
books, including the newly released

"Good Kids Who Do Bad Things".
Mrs. Strack contributed two chapters: "What Kids Need in a Mom" and
"Praying for Your Children."
Mrs. Strack is presently a national
speaker to churches and women's
groups around the country.

Selah, the school yearbook, is looking for students to fill several editorial positions including: associate
editor, graphics and layout editor,
assistant graphics and layout editor,
copy editor, assistant copy editor and
assistant photography editor. Applications are now being accepted.
Scholarships are available for the
editorial staff, with editors receiving
nine credit hours and assistant editors, six.
Students wishing to serve as editors should have experience working
with a yearbook or similar publication, leadership qualities and a willing attitude.
"They have to be willing to help do
everything," Jennifer Blandford,
editor in chief, said. "A willing personality is one of the most important
things."
Blandford explained that each editor is responsible for certain duties
but must be willing and able to help
others when necessary.
"There are three different areas
involved with the yearbook: editing,
layout and graphics and photography," Dr. Albert Snyder, Selah faculty adviser, explained. "The photography department is the area involving the most work."
Snyder went on to explain that
photographs used need to be taken,
developed and placed on the pages.

Are You Brilliant About
Diamonds?

Do you know how to determine the quality and value of a diamond? Do
you know what questions to ask? Buying a diamond can be a mystifying
process. But there's no mystery about why ideal cut diamonds are more
brilliant and beautiful than other diamonds. To be more confident when
you shop for a diamond, take a moment to read the information below.

.

•

.

•

20%
Invitations &
Gift Items
All Major Brands:
Carlson Craft, McPherson,
Regency and more!

y\u$
Toasting Goblets, Ringbearer
Pillows, Aisle Runners
and more!

R i v e r Ridge Mall
239-2674

±e

WORD

CANDLERS STATION MALL

BRING
THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE
$1.00 OFF EACH
CASSETTEANDCD
WEALSOHAVE
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC

CHRISTIAN
DISCOUNT
STORE
SAVINGS ON BIBLES, BOOKS,
MUSIC, & T-SHIRTS
WHY SHOP ELSEWHERE?!

Many people confuse cut with
the shape of a diamond.
Diamonds are cut into a number
of shapes, but whatever the
shape, MAKE SURE YOUR
DIAMOND'S CUT IS IDEALLY
PROPORTIONED. When you
buy a non-ideal cut diamond,
you may pay more for extra
weight. Extra weight that does
nothing for the beauty or value
of the stone
When your diamond is ideally
cut, light rays from all sides are
bent towards the center of the
stone and are reflected back
through the top in a blaze of
light. If your diamond is not
ideally cut, light will "leak out"
through the side or bottom of the
stone causing a loss of brilliance.
The optical properties most
admired in a diamond are the (1)
Brilliance, (2) Dispersion (known
as "fire"), and (3) Scintillation
(known as "sparkle"). These
properties are maximized by
cutting the diamond's facets
along mathematically established
ideal proportions, fulfilling the
highest requirements of
cut-grading.
/
The pattern of lightflowin
differently proportioned
diamonds is shown below.

To determine your diamond's
clarity, it must be viewed
under 10-power magnification
by a trained eye. Most
diamonds contain tiny natural
inclusions. However, the
fewer and smaller the
inclusions, the less likely they
will interfere with the passage
of light through your
diamond, and the more
beautiful your diamond will
be. A diamond free of interior
inclusions or exterior
blemishes is very rare and
more valuable. Again, even
small differences in clarity
grades can mean big
differences in value.

Diamonds are found with a
range of colors, from faint
yellow or brown to the very
rare pinks, blues, greens and
other colors known as
"fancies." However, the best
color for a diamond is no
color. A totally colorless
diamond allows white light to
pass effortlessly through it and
be dispersed as rainbows of
color.
The only way to see the true
color of a diamond is to look
at the stone, unmounted,
through its side against a
white background.
The Gemological Institute of
America (GIA) grading scale
ranges from totally colorless to
light yellow. The differences
between one color grade and
another are very subtle, and
these small differences can
mean big differences in value.

H

Coiorlow

At Teofil's our business is
education.
If you own a diamond or are
planning to buy one, come by or call
for an appointment, and let Teofil's
show you the importance of the4C's
to the value of your diamond.

GIA * COLOR-GRADING SCALE

TEOFIL'S QUALITY

IA

Bigger is only Bigger, but not
necessarily Better. Carat
weight is the standard
measurement for diamond
size and is actually the least
important in determining the
brilliance and beauty of a
diamond. One carat is divided
into 100 "points", just like one
dollar has 100 pennies, so that
a diamond of 75 points
weights .75 carats.
Carat-weight is the easiest
diamond characteristic to
determine. Two diamonds of
equal weight can have very
unequal value, depending on
their cut, color, clarity.
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GIA * CLARITY-GRADING SCALE

Too Shallow Too Deep
FLAWLKS9 W B M W 9 1 - 2 V9I-1 V3I-2
SII«hl/\

Mon., Tues., Wed. & Thurs.

V . r j 9H«M

/

91-2
91-1
9light Inclusion*

1-1

1-2
Imperfect

•Gemological Institute of America

W/COUPON
Expires: Feb. 25

**™
$1 EACH.

Fort Hill Village

I

237-6256

Directions from Liberty University
• Leave on 460 W. Bypass
• Exit Right on Timberlake Rd.
Business Exit
• Turn Left at 1st. Stop Light
• Located in Waterlick Plaza at the
Harris-Teeter End

Teofil's
Jewelers

Hours:
Mon. by appt.
Tues.-Fri. 10-8
Sat. 10-6
Sun. Closed

Waterlick Plaza
Timberlake Road

239-6502

Diagrams courtesy of the Gemological Institute of America and Lazare Kaplan Inc.
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Keep and bear arms
The gun controi debate rages close to hbrne with Virginia Governor
Douglas Wilder, a strong advocate of a bill which proposes a onehandgun-per-mcmth limit for Virginia residents.
Though in theory it may sound like a good concept, it is nothing more
u^anafurtherinfringeriientaitheconstituUcmal rights of the law-abiding
citizen. Waiting periods, limits and the outright banning of certain
weapons are the ploys of a socialistic regime tryin g to garner more power
from the individual.
Proponents of the bill say thatitis simply an effort to curb therampant
"gun running" which is supposedly taking place in Virginia. In reality,
it is nothing more than another piece of precedent-setting legislation that
whittles away at the second amendmentrightsof the citizen.
1 It has been successfully argued throughout the centuries that the only
deterrent to a totalitarian regime imposed on people is a well-armed
citizenry.
One need only look to the Bolsheviksvwhose first action after taking
power in 1917 was the removal of people's firearms.
The founding lathers of our nation, realizing this danger after living
M
"A well-regulated
ia being necessary to the security of a free State, therightsof the
>le to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed."
v.y, -v-w-y.;.•--. .-.•.•:r.i.-.-.v.

ttention Liberty students:
rite to Education Council today
The Virginia Council of Higher Education is now reviewing a case
filed against Liberty University claiming that Va. resident students attending the school are ineligible to participate in the state grant program
because LU is providing an education that is primarily religious in
nature.
All of us who attend the school realize that we are here primarily to
receive an education. Just as any university has differentiating characteristics, Liberty happens to be rooted in Christianity. Should the
students be discriminated against for this reason?
Now is the time for students to voice their concern over the issue .
We urge students to write the Council members, encouraging them to
support Va. resident students who attend LU. They need to hear that
students receive an excellent education and that a Christian environment
only enhances the Quality of education received by the students.
Hearing fmm reasonable studentsin an articulate manner, explaining
that Liberty University is a liberal arts university, may provide a greater
understandingandacceptanceof LUasarespectedChristian institution.
Please address letters to the state council members listed below:
Mrs, Jaoqueiyn Stone
Mr. Val S. McWhorter
McOuiie, Woods, Battle & Boothe Smith, Pachter, McWhorter &
One James Center
D'Abrosio
Richmond, VA 23219
8000 Towers Crescent Drive,
Suite 900
Mr. Tommy P. Baer
Vienna, VA 22182
Baer&Nebiett
2907 Hungary Spring Road
Mr, Edward D. McCreary, Jr.
RichmonoV VA 23210
::2416 Northumberland Avenue
Richmond, VA 23220
Dr. Gordon K, Davies,
Executive Director
Mr. Hugh L. Patterson,
Chairman
>CouncU of Higher Ed.
Willcox & Savage
1800 Sovran Center
Norfolk,
VA 23510
Jorth Fourteenth Street
imond, VA 23219
Mr. Abe J, Spero
Suite 310
Mr. WiMarnC. Battle
7700 Leesburg Pike
P.O. Box One
Falls Church, VA 22043
Ivy,VA 22945
; Susie Nickens James
Mr. Robert L. Burrus, Jr.
McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe 2956 Hathaway Road #302
Richmond, VA 23225
One lames Center
Richmond, VA 23219
Mary Trent Jones
107 Hillside Drive
The Honorable Charles C Lacy
Abingdon, VA 24210
P.G. Box o^OWytheville, VA
M**M*>MI
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Christians! Entertainment is not
another right, kill your television!
America, as you may have noticed, is obsessed with rights. Rights, rights, rights.
Well, we've found a new one.
Chalk it up: we are endowed with an inalienablerightto television.
Television. What would we do if thatjewel
was stolen from us? Die, surely.
That is the attitude that Americans, with the
exception of a few weirdos, have about TV.
Take the Cable Bill of 1992, which despite
a presidential veto, became law. The (entitled) consumers were put out with cable
companies.
The prices of cable and remotes were outrageous, they complained. When the cable
would go out, the consumers would complain
to die companies but to no avail. The cable
would stay out, sometimes for days.
Admittedly, the cable consumers had legitimate grievances. But what did they do?
They cried to Mama Government. And, as
always, she fixed it right up ( as Mama is
known to "fix" things).
As a result, price controls keep the consumers happy and smaller cable companies can
"get their foot in the door," which will undoubtedly make for better, more efficient
cable.
It will not work, of course. It never has. It
will not this time.
But what could TV addicts have done?
They could have told the cable companies,
"Forget it We're not going to buy cable at

before marriage.
Conservatives are always portrayed as
Barton
empty-headed bigots. The church is ridiculed
Swaim
constantly.
^^•tr
Vj Special to The Champion
Oh, but who will dare stop watching television? If we were truly upset about it, that is
The Fountainhead
exactiy what we would do.
these prices. You lower your prices and offer
No one forces us to stare at that idiot-box
a reliable product and then we'll talk." The night after night. But we are probably not that
consumers could've hit the companies in die serious about our complaints, are we?
pocketbook.
Now, I don't mean piously turning off the
The cable industry understands. The com- "bad" shows but still watching the "OK"
panies would' ve been more than happy to ones. And I don't mean trying to make
comply once sales started to dip.
it illegal somehow to show smut on television.
And if prices were as bad as those consum- That hasn't worked, and it never will.
ers claimed, there ought to have been enough
Like the cable consumers, what we have to
discontented cable-buyers out there to get do is tell the television industry, "Forget it.
things done.
Until you clean up your act and show a little
This would have meant, of course, going decency, we will not buy your product"
without cable for a while.
Hit them in the pocketbook! There are
That would've brought prices down sooner enough of us out there to do some damage.
than any legislation could have AND there Believe it. All it would take is organization.
would have been no need for bureaucrats
Again, this will mean going without that
(cable "experts") to step in. But go without precious television.
television? Inhumane!
If you are angry at a company or dissatisBut it's not just the proponents of the 1992 fied with its service, you stop buying from it.
Cable Bill who view TV as an unalienable
So until we are willing to stop buying the
right.
TV industry's product, we ought to shut up.
The "Religious Right" (that's us) has the We have no right to it, and we are not forced
same attitude. Do we not complain repeti- to buy it.
tively about the violence and pornography on Now quit yammering. Take your televitelevision? I know the gripes: Every show sion, kick the screen in and leave it at the front
these days is filled with adultery and sex door of your cable company.

Republican head classifies abortion
as 'exclusionary' not main focus
For those of you who have paid little attention to the news, the Republican party recently elected a new chairman, Haley Barbour.
Barbour, who is pro-life, said repeatedly
while campaigning for the post that the GOP
should not allow "abortion to become a litmus
test... The politics of exclusion is the politics
of defeat."
By saying this, Barbour was catering to the
minority of Republicans who believe in abortion-on-demand.
The media has portrayed this minority who
ironically masquerades itself as the Republican Majority Coalition, a powerful force
within the party which represents a huge
number of Republicans who feel excluded
because of the parly's pro-life platform.
However, Barbour's comments represent
something deeper. They signal what might
be the possible abandonment of one of the
strongest planks in the GOP platform and a
repudiation of what the party actually believes.
Why? Because George Bush lost the election. The media has portrayed this loss as
being a mandate against the Republican party
and its beliefs.
Republicans are scrambling to see what
they can do to regain their lost constituency.
The media pundits and so-called experts say

off against the liberal incumbent Senator
Wyche Fowler who gained national attention
Jason
and persuaded President-elect Bill Clinton to
Williams
campaign for him.
Staff Columnist
Coverdell still won in a state which has not
voted for a Republican senator in over 100
In the Right Corner
years. Republicans also gained more goverthat the party's pro-life stance, as well as norships and state legislatures than ever beother social issues, are what hurt the party. fore.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
A party that stands for nothing will get
A post-election poll found that people who nowhere. What is the purpose of having a
vote primarily on the issue of abortion sup- political party if everyone in the party disported George Bush by a margin of 2-1.
agrees on everything? The reason for a party
The voters polled also consider them selves is the opposite.
conservative and support family values by
It is a group of people that stand together
the same margin.
and support principles they believe will make
In another poll, voters said that George our nation great! Don't forget that the ReBush's economic policies, which included publican party was founded on ONE issue,
higher spending and higher taxes during his the abolition of slavery.
administration, contributed to his defeat—
Though it was one of the most controverNot his support of conservative social sial issues of the time and the party was
issues.
criticized for its beliefs, it stood firm in the
If you don't believe me, just look at other face of adversity on the principles in which it
election returns.
was founded. Because of its resiliency, the
Republicans grabbed a huge majority of party soon became more powerful and
the open seals and actually increased their respected.
strength by 10.
And from it came one of the greatest presiThe incumbent party traditionally loses dents of our nation, Abraham Lincoln.
seals in these election years.
They say that history often repeats itself.
In the Senate, conservative Republican In the case of the Republican party, let's
Paul Coverdell won a special election run- hope so.
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Keep homosexuals out!
By KARL SHOEMAKER
Special to the Champion

The justification for keeping homosexuals out of the military was restated in a 1982 policy memorandum.
The memorandum stated, in part,
that having homosexual activity in
the military "seriously impairs the
ability of the military services to
maintain discipline, good order and
morale" (Defense Department Directive, January 28,1982). From the
military services point of view, the
ban on homosexuals only needs to be
justified on the basis of the threat to
troop morale and combat readiness.
Interestingly enough, the only regulation that specifically prohibits
homosexuality is a federal law that
criminalizes homosexual acts between
members of the military. Existing
military regulations proscribe all
sexual relations in the military regardless of whether they are gay or
straight.
The issue is not focused on an
individuals^ orientation but rather
on their conduct It is the actual sex
act that is prohibited by military
conduct code and that prohibition
extends to both heterosexual and
homosexual acts.
I will concede that the discharge of
16,919 military personnel between
1980 and 1990 for homosexual conduct is one-sided enforcement of the
policy, but this is not sufficient reason to discard the policy (CQ Researcher, September 25,1992). It is
only sufficient reason to make the

enforcement of policy more consistent. Recent revelations about heterosexual misconduct by Navy and
Marine Corps pilots only re-enforce
this.
A recent study by the Department
of Defense stated that homosexuals
in the military are
not a national security risk (General Accounting
Office, June 1992,
page 3).
The research
was prompted by
the revelation that
one high-placed
civilian Pentagon employee was a
homosexual. This study is widely
used by those that wish to see the ban
on homosexual conduct lifted.
However, the studies only addressed the issue of homosexuals
being able to keep intelligence information morale or combat readiness
which was the focus of the 1982 policy.
To see the impact that the admittance to the military of openly homosexual individuals would have, you
need only watch the news or read the
paper.
Themass media is replete with interviews where military and ex-military
personnel predict dire consequences
if the ban is lifted. One example is
David Hackworth, the most highly
decorated American ex-serviceman
alive. He wrote in the Washington
Post of how the morale of his troops in
Korea and Vietnam would have been

ruined by homosexual conduct in the
ranks.
Even General Colin Powell, when
asked in an open forum, said that the
lifting of the ban would be sufficient
reason for an officer to resign his
commission if he had objections based
on conscience. It
has been argued
that having homosexuals in the military is not a real
threat to our armed
services because
there have always
been closet homosexuals in the
service. It must be noted though this
argument misses the point.
Admittedly, there have always
been secret homosexuals in the service.
The reason, however, that they did
not pose a threat is because it is not the
existence but the open acceptance of
the practice that poses the threat to
our armed services.
The entire reason for the complete
ban of sexual relations between military personnel is because the military
and combat atmosphere is no place
for sexual relations. Military objectives, from providing a national defense to the most basic frontline
combat roles are most effectively
achieved when they are devoid of any
erotic love in the ranks.
Allowing the ban on homosexual
conduct to be lifted would undermine
these objectives and pose a threat to
our country.

Point

Allow gay entry by regulating behavior, not sexual orientation
fact, legal, and whether the premise
(1982 DOD statement) is valid.
The Department of Defense inThe military ban on homosexuals,
introduced during the second world sists that sexual misconduct, both
war, was based on existing sodomy heterosexual and homosexual, is
laws and the belief that homosexual- strictly forbidden in military ranks.
Sodomy by either class of sexual
ity was a mental disorder.
The present-day reasoning for the orientation is grounds for dismissal.
purpose of the ban as stated by the The emphasis is placed on the act not
Department of Defense in 1982 the desire.
is that a homosexual in the armed
Many undeclared and unrevealed
forces "seriously impairs the ability homosexuals fought with distinction
of the military services to mainta in America's previous wars.
in discipline, good order and moThere is no reason why homosexurale" (Economist, November, 21, als, any more than heterosexuals,
1992).
should roam military bases like ravThe issue of whether to lift the ban ening wolves; existing military reguon homosexuals or not must be ar- lations prohibit all sexual relations
gued on whether or not the ban is, in regardless of slant
ByBILLSPEEKS
Special to the Champion

However, no conclusive evidence
showing that homosexual soldiers
would be more promiscuous than their
heterosexual counterparts.
NavalLt. Tracy
Thorne, a 25year-old navigator/bombardier,
stated, "We cannot control our
sexual orientation; we can control our sexual
d e s i r e "
(Newsweek, June 1,1992).
The Department of Defense currently dismisses up to 1,600 military
personnel a year for being homosexual. In a few cases there is proof of

sexual misconduct; but mostly the
Department of Defense dismisses
upon knowledge of sexual orientation, even if not practicing.
Furthermore,
military leaders often have personal
confessions of
heterosexual misconduct yet fail in
enacting the dismissal process.
If the military's
' sexual conduct code
has merit and logical reasoning, the
code is not implemented across the
board.
The fact of the military's
discriminatory enforcement of its own

Counterpoint

sexual conduct code leads many
homosexual leaders to believe that
the basisofthebaniscentered around
homophobia and the homosexual
stereotype, not the realities of sexual
orientation.
Homosexuals are just as capable
of assuming and maintaining roles in
the same conduct as heterosexuals.
Homosexuals have proven, in the
civilian realm, that they are just as
capable to hold jobs and responsibility as heterosexuals.
The American military has in the
past, in the cases of blacks
and women, proven that the logic behind their rules of exclusion has been
misaimed.
America stands alone with

Britain as the only NATO nations that
still enforce discriminator practices
against homosexuals (Economist,
Nov. 21,1992).
The threat issue has been stated
by the military in both the integration
of blacks by President Truman
in 1948 and the admission of women
in 1964 to combat units.
No one thinks that letting homosexuals serve openly will be a smooth
transition, but neither were any of
the other transitions that the military
made to allow citizens the freedom
to defend the country that grants them
the freedom to choose.
The armed forces must be willing
to separate behavior from the individual.

LU Forum
'Firebombers' react with force: do not stand
idle while unborn children are murdered
Editor:
The editor's column, "Firebombers
need to follow Scripture," embodies
the antipathy toward Operation Rescue which unfortunately characterizes much of the evangelical church.
As men who have had the honor of
supporting this committed Christian
ministry, we shall respond to the
editor.
First, LaFrombois lumps Rescue
together with the clinic firebombers.
Ignoring the question of whether the
incineration of an abortion clinic is
actually an undesirable phenomenon,
remember that Rescue has never
advocated this.
The editor asserts that "Operation
Rescue operates under the... assumption that Christians can violate a law

to impose their morality if they consider the immoral act to be of a severe
nature."
The truth is, Operation Rescue protests the slaughter of children, a civic
harm, not merely some personal moral
indiscretion.
As such, rescuing falls under the
common law concept of "necessity
defense," which states that a citizen
may effect a lesser harm to prevent a
greater one.
Jay Sekulow has upheld this defense in court numerous times.
The editor then states that "people
in the Bible only reverted to civil disobedience when... prohibited from
obeying a command of the Bible."
We'd like to remind the editor of
Proverbs 24:11-12 (NASB): "De-

liver those being taken away to death,
and those who are staggering to
slaughter, O hold them back. If you
say, 'see, we did not know this,' does
he not consider it who weighs the
hearts? And does he not know it who
keeps your soul? And will he not
render to man according to his work?"
Editor, take note.
The editor assures us, "Disciplining oneself not to act in an illegal
manner when ... abortion occurs exemplifies a faith placed in God and
not in the acts of man."
Yet to stand idly by while 30 million children die requires no discipline whatsoever, all it requires is
moral collapse and the death of courage. The editor holds that "one must
remember that a mother is respon-

sible for her child, not a third party."
So, if a mother decides to abort, we
should calmly assent to the slaughter? God forbid!
In conclusion, consider an example
from American history.
Once before, human life was treated
as disposable property; it was called
"slavery." In response, evangelical
Christians founded the Underground
Railroad, which routinely violated
slave-owners' propertyrightsto free
the oppressed. Would the editor
condemn them too?
"Blessed are those who are persecuted because ofrighteousness,for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
(Matthew 5:10, NIV)
Stephen Henkel
William Campbell

Campaign spending limit should not be lowered
Editor:
This letter is in regard to your editorial on SGA elections.
Last year the two top posts were
indeed uncontested while the positions of secretary and treasurer were
filled through a new application process.
The uncontested positions were
filled by incumbents who had more
than proved their ability to fill the positions admirably. This is reflected
by the fact that no one chose (notice
this word) to run against them.
The reformation of the two remaining positions resulted in numerous quality applications and allowed
for a more efficient and professional
executive committee. These positions were confirmed by the elected

student senate and thus received their
mandate from student body representatives. The student body did have a
choice.
It chose: 1) not to run against the incumbent candidates, and 2) to take
advantage of the objective application process of the two open positions. The low voter turnout more
likely reflects the success of The
Champion's NOTA (None of the
Above) campaign.
This was the first time students
were openly encouraged not to vote.
Your paper's campaign for student inactivity accomplished just thai,
and you should take responsibility for
your actions.
Your assumption that lowering the
campaign spending limit from $450

to $150 will somehow "foster ingenuity and competitiveness" is also
flawed.
The present $450 limit is necessary
to ensure that the candidates have the
independence to run a professional
campaign. The cost of any audio,
video or printed materials in a campaign can easily absorb a budget of
$150(eg. 3,000platformfliersat $.05
= $150).
With the present policy, a candidate may choose to focus his campaign on a "grass roots" level and
limit himself to a $150 budget or he/
she can take the other extreme and
present his/her message on T-shirts,
buttons, etc.
Both strategies have proven effective in the past and among his com-

petitors. Also, if a person sincerely
wants to run for a position, he is free
to secure all or part of his budget
through donations or outside contributions.
Thus, the present spending limit of
$450 encourages: initiative, ingenuity, competitiveness and independence without lowering the level of
professionalism available to the candidates.
I sincerely believeour student body
is capable of looking through any
means of campaigning and electing
the best candidates available.
The average student is not swayed
by the price tag of a campaign but
rather the leadership skills portrayed
by the candidate.
Chuck Taylor

Column equated to Swift's
literary masterpiece, 'A
Modest Proposal'
Editor:
There have been several editorials
attacking the editorial "White males
plunder..." that appeared in the Jan.
27 issue of The Champion.
This editorial creativity brought to
the attention of the student body the
"catastrophe" of reverse discrimination, feminism and racial tension
building in our country.
The editor brought this issue into
the tight with a satirical masterpiece
mocking liberalism.
The editorial he wrote with all the
zest of Jonathan Swift's "A Modest
Proposal" more than adequately
summed up the situation of America
today.
The very fact that it offended so
many people proves his point beyond
a shadow of a doubt
What was said in the editorial was
true, the white male is blamed for the
economy, oppression of blacks and
females and racial tensions.
Neither I nor the editor is saying
that all blacks or females or economically oppressed blame the white male
for the situation. What is happening
is a sort of social backlash, a significant amount of people do feel this
way.
What these "offended" people
should realize is this editorial used
satire to explain the serious problem
that is at hand. Satire is the "literary
composition holding up to ridicule
viceorfolly of thetimes.(Webster's).
I would certainly call this interracial finger pointing a "folly of the

times." There was no intent to offend
anyone. When Ben realized he had
offended people he publicly apologized.
I would like to make a parallelism
between Ben's editorial and one that
was written in 1729byJonathanSwift,
"A Modest Proposal."
When Ireland was being oppressed
by England, Swift proposed that they
should sell and eat their children in
order to better their economy.
Many people were offended and
outraged by the suggestion, not realizing the true intent made through
satire.
When they realized the meaning
of the "proposal" they affirmed it,
and now it is considered to be among
the world's masterpieces.
I would hope that college students,
most of whom are more educated
than simple potato farmers, can look
through the satire at the true meaning
of the editorial.
I find it hard to believe that educated professionals cannot distinguish
between a racial attack and a piece of
literary art.
We as students of Liberty University should come together and fight
this barrage of liberal, anti-Christian
philosophies.
But, as typical of many Christians,
we would rather fight amongst ourselves about the way in which we
chose to defend our beliefs.
Thank you editor, for a column
well written.
John Lee

mainstream
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Employers rely heavily on experience
By TIM PIERCE

the-job experience while helping
to supplement students' financial
Thousands of college seniors needs.
The CWS program is a federal
around the country will soon enter
unfamiliar territory—the job mar- program of the U.S. Department
of Education which provides asket.
For graduates with at least some sistance to students who qualify
on-the-job training, the search for for financial aid. Students normally
work in an office on campus, cus"gold" can be easier.
"Employers want graduates who todial services or in the school
have been tested, " Shelley Seib- cafeteria. Hours are limited, and
ert, Liberty Career Center coordi- the pay is minimal.
Further information on this pronator, said. "They are relying on
gram can be obwork experience."
mmmmmm
There are some
^^ mtammammam tained by calling
or
visiting the
majors that require
C a r e e r FOCUS
students to have ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^mmm_m_^^immmm school's financialaid office.
completed on-theSummer-Hire: This program
job work experience (usually an
internship) prior to graduation. It provides students with experience
makes students more marketable through corporations and governand provides a sense of security by ment agencies. These organizaletting them know first hand what tions, both large and small, hire
to expect in their respective career students to work during summer
field. It also provides flexibility in break. Students normally work
full time and gain valuable work
making a choice in job location.
experience.
There are five types of workThe program is not simply a fulleducation programs: college worktime
job that students receive to
study, summer-hire, internships,
earn
next year's tuition. It is a
cooperative education and volunstructured
program that offers
teer service.
students
opportunities
to learn
In his article, "Experiential
more
about
their
fields.
Education: Learning by Working,"
Students who perform their jobs
E. Sam Sovilla, director of the
well
will normally be considered
Division of Professional Practice
for
employment
the following
at the University of Cincinnati,
summer;
and
in
some
cases, they
founding school for cooperative
may
be
hired
permanently
after
education, outlines these five prograduation.
grams.
Internships: As mentioned beCollege Work-Study: Although
fore,
several majors require stuthe CWS program is not necessardents
to complete an internship
ily career-related, it still offers on-

Mainstream Editor
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prior to graduation. Internships
provide advanced undergraduates
and graduate students opportunities to build work experience and
receive credit at the same time.
Students work in a supervised
environment and are able to utilize
what they have learned in the classroom on the field. The internship
is typically a one-time assignment;
however, many students return to
the same organization after graduation, work as full-time employees and receive full benefits.
More information can be obtained by visiting the department
chairman, internship director or
by writing to the National Society
for Internships and Experiential
Education, 3509 Haworth Dr.,
Suite 207, Raleigh, NC 27609.
Cooperative Education: This
program, like the internship, involves cooperation between the
school and the employer. The difference is that the co-op program
is more work-oriented than supervisory.
Co-ops are typically on salary,
working several terms in their
major fields. For instance, a company may hire an engineering
student to work as a co-op
engineer during the summer. The
student spends eight months in
school and four months practicing
what was learned in the classroom.
Many students continue the
program for four years and graduate with at least one collective
year of work experience. Many
then graduate and become full-

phOM by Tim AlberLon

The experience of an internship gives students a competitive edge in the job market.
Above, Dawn Looney, journalism major, works at her internship at B & W Nuclear
Technologies. Looney said that her internship allows her to make contacts for the future.
time employees of the company.
A free, helpful publication entitled "Co-op Education Undergraduate Directory" can be obtained by writing the National
Commission for Cooperative Education, 360 Huntington Ave.,
Boston, MA 02115.
Volunteer Service: This program, although non-monetary, can

offer some of the best opportunities to serve and learn at the same
time. A prime example of volunteer service is related to the field
of missions.
Students studying missions may
opt to spend a summer overseas or
at home in the states, committing
time, talent, energy and resources
to further the cause of the minis-
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Classified Advertising Really Works!
To place a classified ad or to request a rate card, Contact Mrs.
Pat Mazanec, ad manager at 582-2128 or write to: The C hampion, Advertising Dept., Box 20000 Lynchburg, VA 24506.

By TIM PIERCE
Mainstream Editor

With more than 300 cities and
towns throughout Virginia, visitors are not hard-pressed to find
an array of things to do and places
to see.
Virginia is divided into six travel
regions including: Northern Virginia, Tidewater and Hampton
Roads, Eastern Shore, Central
Virginia, Shenandoah Valley and
Southwest Blue Ridge Highlands.
Northern Virginia, neighbor of
the nation's capital, has the most
diverse culture and attractions in
the state. Its cities reflect on the
modernization and innovation
ofAmerica.yet still remain historically significant.
The region is home to such attractions as: Arlington Cemetery,
where the unknown soldier and
John F. Kennedy are laid to rest;
Mount Vernon, home of President
George Washington; historic Alexandria; Manassas National Battlefield Park; the Pentagon; Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park; and, of course,
numerous shopping malls and retail outlets.
Tidewater and Hampton
Roads border the Chesapeake Bay
on the North and the Atlantic Ocean
on the South. For water lovers,
this region is the home of wellknown Virginia Beach, the largest
city in the state.
Other area attractions include:
the Virginia Air and Space Museum in Hampton; the 18th-century town of Colonial Williamsburg, where Bush Gardens
(the Old Country) is located;
famous Jamestown; Yorktown,
where the Revolutionary War
ended and the United States came
into existence; Plymouth Rock;
George Washington Birthplace
National Monument; Robert E.
Lee's birthplace; Oceana Naval
Air Station; Smith's Fort; Bacon's
Castle; Cape Henry Memorial; the
Mariners' Museum in Newport
News; the Chrysler Museum in
Norfolk; and several national
wildlife reserves.
Eastern Shore is a 70-mile-long
peninsula with the Chesapeake Bay
to the West and the Atlantic Ocean
to the East. With its 18 islands,

including Tangier Island, which
was discovered by Captain John
Smith in 1608, Eastern Shore offers a wealth of outdoor activities
including fishing, duck hunting,
picnicking, seashelling and sightseeing at the Eastern Shore National Wildlife Refuge.
This narrow stretch of land is a
paradise for those wanting to get
away from the "hustle and bustle."
From historic towns and farms to
secluded fishing villages, visitors
find that the slow pace of Eastern
Shore isn't bad at alU
Central Virginia stretches from
Charlottesville to Danville and
from Richmond to Emporia, showcasing some of the most remarkable landmarks of any region of
the country.
The Civil War ended in Central
Virginia at the Appomattox Court
House. Thousands of people flock
there every year to see a reenactment of Lee's surrender.
Other area attractions include:
the state capital, Richmond; Museum of the Confederacy; Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts; Edgar Allen
Poe Museum; Science Museum and
Universe Planetarium; Valentine
Museum, devoted to the history of
Richmond; Richmond Ballet;
Paramount's Kings Dominion

(family fun park); Smith Mountain Lake; Buggs Island; historic
Petersburg; Montpelier, home of
James Madison, father of the U.S.
Constitution; and of course, Monticello, home of Thomas Jefferson.
Shenandoah Valley encompasses the glorious, rolling Blue
Ridge Mountains. The scenery of
the Blue Ridge Mountains and
Skyline Drive draws millions every
year to capture on film Virginia's
breathtaking heartland.
Area attractions include: Trans-,
portation Museum of Virginia;
Center in the Square, which has
several museums, a planetarium
and a theater, located in Roanoke;
Luray Caverns; Natural Bridge;
Mill Mountain Zoological Park;
the Virginia Horse Center in Lexington, which holds world-class
horse shows; Museum of American Frontier Culture in Staunton;
Bryce Mountain Ski Resort; Massanutten Ski Area; Grand Caverns;

Wintergreen Ski Area; Appalachian Trail; and George Washington National Forest.
Southwest Blue Ridge Highlands stretches East to West across
the Blue Ridge Mountains. Located
here is Daniel Boone's Wilderness
Trail through Cumberland Gap.
State parks encompass the natural beauty of the Blue Ridge, including: Hungry Mother; Claytor
Lake; and Natural Tunnel which
winds 850 feet through the mountains. Other attractions, such as
r,Mt. Rogers National Forest, bring
visitors who are seeking peace
and serenity.
One of the most visited spots on
the Blue Ridge Parkway, Mabry
Mill, sells everything from flour
to homemade honey.
Further information on Virginia
attractions may be obtained by
contacting the Virginia Division
of Tourism, 1021 E. Cary St.,
Tower II, Richmond, VA 23219 or
by calling (804) 786-2051.

Spring Break:
Cancun, Nassau
from $299
Organize a small group for FREE trip
Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1

C A N C U N Nassau, Paradise Island
Looking for hard-to-find out-of-print titles? We have over
15,000 volumes for sale by mail order (no charge for our
catalogs) or, by appointment, at our Roanoke location.
Planning to sell books from your personal library?
We are always looking to acquire good, clean used books!
FOUNDATION B O O K S
P.O. Box 7086
Roanoke, VA 24019
(703)366-9075

S>

Spring Break Vacation

fmi $299

C/>
C/> Organize a small group for fraa trip

Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1
J

Paradise Island BMMMflS

try. At the same time, students
become more focused on utilizing
what they have already learned in
the classroom.
Options for volunteer service are
limitless and the personal rewards
of serving a community are tremendous. Mission boards and other
service-oriented organizations
can provide further information.

3
z
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FOR SALE: PortableStereowith
Auto Reverse Tape $80, Cordless
phone $45, Answering Machine
w/2 year service plan $60, Auto
Focus camera $20. All prices
Negotiable. For more information Call 528-3340.

EARN UP TO SIO/HR
Are you looking for great hours?
Great $$$? And a great experience? Don't look any further.
Market for Fortune 500 Companies! CALL NOW 1-800-9501037, Ext. 17

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid
direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE Information—24-Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900
Copyright #VA023750

EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. M3, P.O. Box
1779,Denham Springs.LA 707271779

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting
at $50. FREE Information-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #VA023710
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Earn
$600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5344.

GUITARS! Low, low, prices!
Many models to choose from:
acoustic, electric, acoustic basses,
effects. DONT PAY RETAIL!!
write: Brother's Guitars, Rt. 3,
Box 469-A, Rustburg,
H
VA 24588
I *

n ni4n

CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your
club / organization pitches
in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000
in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

Full Service Catering From Set Up to Clean Up
We Cater Them All - Large or Small
Call for Free Consultation
JOHN and GLENDA FORT
239-8994

Celebrate your love
Handmade Wedding Rings
to your design by Ken Dane

Handmade Pottery
Microwave safe,
lead free art for everyday
Fine, but inexpensive bridesmaids and groomsmen gifts...
porcelain flower jewelry, handcarved wooden picture frames, pens,
clocks & letter openers, inlaid stone keyrings& pocket knives from
Santa Fe Stoneworks. Bridal registry.

Virginia Handcrafts, Inc.
2008 Langhorne Rd. • 846-7029
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Bride shares 'Love' story
By DAVID HART

Q. When did you know that you wanted
to marry him?
Editor's note: The following is an interA. Christmas of 1991 is when we reallyview with Laura Love, a 20-year-old jun- became close and started talking about it. The
ior at Liberty, concerning her engagement first semester, we had just been really good
and impending marriage to Charles King, friends. He knew then that he wanted to get
28, of Long Island, New York.
married, but I didn't know until the day we
Q. How did he ask you to marry him?
bought the engagement ring. That was about
A. Well, I live in New Mexico, and Chuck a month before he proposed.
and I had gone up in the mountains on an
Q. How did you tell your parents?
Indian reservation. It was about 11:30 a.m.,
A. Chuck asked for my father's permisand we took a paddle boat out in the middle of sion. It was late at night and they were both
a lake.
tired. Chuck said that "this would be a very
He got down on one knee in the paddle boat. serious conversation" and my father said "I'm
I thought he was going to tip the boat, and I ready for whatever you want to talk about."
had no idea what he was doing. I thought that
However, he wasn't ready at all. He inihe might propose to me that day, but I thought tially thought that I was too young, but now
it would be later in the day.
he approves.
When he pulled out the ring, I was shocked.
Q. What scares you the most about getYou see, I had searched the car on the way [to ting married?
the lake] when he stopped for gas. I searched
A. The fact that Chuck has an eight-yearthe entire car to see if he had a ring in there, but old son Ryan. That puts a twist on things. The
I couldn't find it. I thought maybe it wasn't parenthood part scares me. I've done a lot of
going to happen that day; but the next thing I baby-sitting, but this isn't a part-time job. I
knew, he was on his knee proposing to me. don't think that he'll be a rebellious kid, but it
Q. How did he win your heart?
does concern me. It concerns me that one day
A. Back home, he helped me through a he might come home and get mad at me and
difficult time in my life, and we became good say "I don't have to listen to you because
friends. He said that he would write me after you're not my mom."
photo by Sheldon Wonwr
I came to school; and although I doubted it, he
As far as the marriage itself, just the typical
Junior Laura Love, one of many LU students engaged to be married this did. That got my attention.
things such as cooking and cleaning because
summer, models her wedding dress. The dress was provided compliments of
He'sjustalways cared about what's best for I don't have a lot of experience with those
Nancy's Bridal Boutique in Lynchburg.
me and did his best to make me happy.
things. I don't want him to have food poisonFeature Editor

ing after the honeymoon.
Q. What does Ryan think about you?
A. He loves me. He loves that Chuck and I
are getting married. I'm not going to force him
to call me Mom, but I think he will. I baby sat
him over Christmas break almost every night.
Sometimes he calls me Laura, and other times
he called me Mom. It was kind of scary. Kind
of different.
Q. What are you looking forward to the
most?
A. The thing I'm looking forward to most
(since most of our relationship has been longdistance) is not having long-distance phone
calls and being able to talk face-to-face. I'm
looking forward to us growing spiritually.
Q. What was your most memorable date?
A. Our first date, but only because it was
almost a disaster. He told me that the date
would be informal, and not to dress up. I
dressed casually, but he showed up wearing a
tie and nice dress shirt and pants.
We went out to dinner, but the food was
terrible and the waitress was ding-a-ling. She
didn't know what she was doing. We went to
"My Girl," and it saved the date.
He's 28, so I didn't expect him to be nervous about taking my hand. He was nervous,
however, and I thought it was really cute.
After the date, we went to a park and talked
in the rain for two or three hours. If it wasn't
for that movie, I don't think we would've
dated again.

Liberty alumnus impacts Youth for Christ
By JENNIFER COX
Special to the Champion

"You have to have your walk with
Christ right, and you need to have a
real burden for kids," Kenneth P.
Collins said concerning working with
youth in today's world.
Collins, formerly called "Bear" by
friends at Liberty, is now the executive director for Youth for Christ in
Nashville, Tenn. Collins graduated
from Liberty in 1978 with a bachelor
of science degree in youth.
He originally came to Liberty on a
football scholarship but only played
for one year. Collins then became a
member of the"ILoveAmerica"team
in 1975-76 which traveled to 112 cit-

ies with Robby Heiner an) Chancel- had a strong commitment to the Lord, schools. He maintains contact with
lor Jerry Falwell on a find-raising but I became more excited about the about 250 adolescents in the evening
effort for Liberty.
Lord by being at Liberty," Collins and 900 with the in-school program.
Being at Liberty help i Collins said.
Collins is given the opportunity to
prepare for his career "bee use of the
"(Liberty's) youth department is speak at times and is heavily involved
practicality of the ministr " Collins like a full-time
M ^ ^ H M M H H M M with his local
said. Collins was able to b involved job,"Collinssaid.
church.
with Nelson County's W( d of Life.. While at LU, "Everyone with a heart One of Collins'
Club and the Thomas Ro d Baptist Collins was able
and testimony
many tasks as an
Church senior high departi ent while to receive a type
direcfor the Lord is able executive
attending Liberty.
of internship extor is to organize
Collins was also invoked with perience as a to work with youth." youth retreats
Scaremare and other youth plated ac- youth pastor with
— Kenneth Collins with local youth
tivities. A highlight of Cojins' early an area church for
• — — — • — — pastors. Youth
youth work was seeing all E boys on about a year.
for Christ has been noted by a high
his Word of Life basketlall team
As an executive director for Youth school principal as being the "best,
become Christians.
for Christ, Collins runs five different most needed club" in high school.
"When I came there (to jiberty), I programs for junior and senior high
Collins' original intent was to be

involved with Youth for Christ. "My
uncle was a vice president for Youth
for Christ International, so I was
always able to be involved," Collins
said. Collins had been a youth pastor
in Nashville for seven years before
joining Youth for Christ eight years
ago.
Collins said that the most rewarding part of his job is the relationships
built with the adolescents. Collins
and his volunteers are involved with
taking the adolescents out, evangelizing and just spending time with them.
Youth for Christrecently sponsored
a block party in Nashville for the
youth with such artists as Rick Cua
and True For You. Youth for Christ

has definitely made an impact in the
area as at least 2,000 youth attended
the event.
Collins advises students interested
in youth work to receive hands-on
experience.
"Everyone with a heart and testimony for the Lord is able to work
with youth," Collins said.
"I am very happy to be doing what
we're doing," Collins said. Collins
has a vision to see more staff members join Youth for Christ. "The
sky's the limit as far as I'm concerned," he said.
Collins is currently living in
Rockvale, Tenn., with his wife Betty
andfive-yeat-olddaughter Chelsey.

Lost and found: It's enough to make someone lose his mind
We all lose things.
In every case, the wording is the
It is a very traumatic thing to go
same,
however involving a different
John
through. When we lose something it
lost object. Here are some random
Scott
usually bothers our entire life. If we
thoughts about losing things.
Staff Columnis
lose something of sentimental value,
1. If you loan something to a friend
we feel that for a while, a part of our
or
acquaintance, and they lose it, they
That is so Trie
past is lost, a part that we could have
will probably not say anything about
relived.
ERIENfi: [adventurously] "Re- it until you bring it up, hoping you
The following transcript is a con- trace your steps."
will forget it
versation of a person who lost someLOSER: [uncommidd] "It's
2. Couches are the biggest culprits
thing talking with a friend. It should probably in the last place t at I look." for swallowing things. If you ever
sound familiar.
ERIENJ2: [angrily] "Bow do you lose your TV remote, it is probably
LOSER: [flustered] "I can't find just lose something?"
wallowing around in your couch with
my notebook."
LOSER: [bashfully] It's probaFRIEND: [investigatively] "Well, bly staring merightin tb face."
where did you put it?"
FRIEND: [more angr] "Things
LOSER: [perturbed] "It's gotta just don't disappear."
be somewhere."
LOSER: [tearfully] " ly life is in
ERIENJQ: [interested] "Can you that notebook."
ERIEHD.: [understand ngly] "Itis
remember when you had it last?"
bound
to show up somev lere."
LOSER: [reflectively] "The last
LOSER:
[calmly] "W ill, I'm just
time I saw it was..."
not
going
to
worry about t."
ER1ENJ2: [annoyed] "Have you
ERIENJl:
[pointedly]' Mot's that
looked for it?" ,
in
your
hand?"
LOSER: [unconvincingly] "I have
LOSER: "My notetxxc."
looked all over for it."

Answers Please

«r

a few coins and popcorn.
3. No matter what the object is, one
of your first thoughts is: "Who stole
it?"
4. If you lose something less than
$5 in value, you probably will not
pursue it.
5. If you have something that is important to you for some reason, and
you say to yourself, "I better put that
in a specific place so I will not lose it,"
you will lose it after putting it in the
specific place.

e

By David Hart

What should your future
spouse know about you?
"I'm very old
fashioned and
set in my
ways."

"I'm submissive, but I'm
not subservient."

Connie Bennet
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Sara Biggers

San Diego, Calif.
"I can't tolerate a
messy house."

"If it's not in
my day-timer,
forget it!"

"I intend to
stay in shape
by working
out."

William Allen
Richmond, Va.

"I can't form
sentences if it's
early in the
morning."

L
Susan Barbee
tSA/l
Huntsyille,
Ga.

»• a

Chad Baker
Pittsburg, Pa.

6. The more important the document, the greater the chance of losing
it.
7. Articles that you do not carry
around all the time will have a greater
chance of getting lost because you are
not used to keeping track of them (i.e.
umbrella, sunglasses).
8. If you have a small object that
you do not want to lose, attach it to a
bigger object (i.e. your I.D. to your

keys).
9. You will lose your weight in ballpoint pens.
10. Don't buy one of those key
chains that beeps when you whistle.
11. Look both ways before you
cross the street.
A common way to lose things is to
leave them on your tray in the cafeteria when returning it. Keep close
watch on the listed objects.

Christ gives strength
despite life's trials
"These things I have spoken unto
you, that in me ye might have peace.
Nelson
In the world ye shall have tribulation:
Chapman
but be of good cheer; I have overcome
Staff Columnist
the world." (John 16:33)
When you asked Jesus Christ to
Beside Still Waters
come into your life, all sin and guilt
was washed away from you. Life took us out as targets of hate.
So what is to be your response
on meaning for you and peace filled
when
difficulties and trials engulf you?
your soul. True happiness could now
First,
accept them. As the words of
be experienced.
Christ
inJohn 16:33 tell us, you ought
With Christ in your life, all probto
be
ready
for persecution and oppolems are over. Aren't they?
sition
in
this
world. Troubles will
Many believers think that since God
come.
is in their lives all of their problems
Secondly, be joyful for them. As 1
will disappear. However, when diffiPeter
4:14 points out, "If ye be recult and tragic events occur, they are
proached
for the name of Christ, happy
confused and bitter toward the very
are
ye;
for
the spirit of glory and of
God who died for them.
God
resteth
upon you: on their part He
Yet, trials and difficulties are part
is
evil
spoken
of, but on your part He
of the Christian life (John 16:33).
is
glorified."
Because
you are going
There are troubles you will have to
through
trials
and
sufferings
as Jesus
face simply because th is world is sinful
our
Master
did,
rejoice.
One
day the
(Rom. 8:35-36). God allows them to
suffering
will
end
and
you
will
have a
come into your life at times (2 Cor.
glorified
body
and
see
Christ's
glory
12:7) and at times they are chastise(1
Peter
4:13)!
Be
honored
to
share
ment direcdy from the Lord (Heb.
the
sufferings
of
Christ.
12:6).
Thirdly, you can't be surprised by it
Scrutinizing trials that are the result
of living in a sinful world, we come to (1 Peter4:12). As long as this world is
realize that our pilgrimage as Chris- opposed to God, its trials shouldn't
tians is one that is full of tribulation come as a shock. Since our citizenbecause we represent arighteousKing ship is in Heaven, expect this world to
before an unrighteous world. As chil- mock and hate you. Remember, they
dren of God, we can fully expect these did the same to the our Savior.
What a divine joy it is to serve Jesus
three things: opposition from the devil
and the world (John 15:18; 1 Thes. Christ! Yes, tribulation is constantly
3:5), persecution (John 15:20; 2 Cor. ours in this world that opposes Him,
11:23-28) and isolation (John. 16:1- but He has overcome the world. Thus,
when your life is in the midst of vio4; 1 Peter 2:9).
Because we are God's and set apart lent seas, focus on Jesus. In Him, you
for Him, the devil and the world are will find strength and peace to overagainst us, attacking us and singling come the trials of this life.
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Love
Julie Beauvals
Jeffrey Westcott

Jeannie Hodges
James Peoples

Melissa Nlckerson
Erik Larson

Heidi Souder
Robert Garber

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Beauvais, Williston, Vt., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Julie Ann, to Jeffrey Allen
Westcott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Westcott, Milan, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Trinity Baptist High
School in Vermont. She will
complete a bachelor's degree
in marketing and business at
LU in August
Westcott is a graduate of
Edison High School. He is a
youth ministries major at LU,
graduating in May 1994.
An Aug. 7 wedding is
planned in Essex Junction, V t.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hodges,
Jacksonville, Fla., announce
theengagementof their daughter, Jeannie Lynn, to James
Michael Peoples, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Peoples,
Winston-Salem, N.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Terry Parker High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in broadcast journalism at LU in May
1994.
Peoples is a graduate ofEast
Versa Forsyth High School.,
Emmanuel College and LU.
He will complete a master of
divinity at LU in December.
A July 9 wedding is planned
in Jacksonville, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Rees Nickerson, Brandon, Fla., announce
the engagementof their daughter, Melissa E., to Erik N.
Larson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nevin Larson, Amherst, N.Y.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Providence Christian High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in psychology and telecommunications
at LU in May.
Larson is a graduate of West
Seneca High School. He
graduated with a major in political science from LU in 1992
and is presently attending law
school.
A July 24 wedding is
planned in Brandon, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Souder,
Georgetown, Del., announce
theengagementof their daughter, Heidi Rebecca, to Robert
Edward Garber, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Garber, King
William, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Epworth Christian School.
She will complete a bachelor's
degree in telecommunications
and art at LU in May.
He is a graduate of King
William High School and a
1983 graduate of LU. He is the
owner of Garber/Lowe property maintenance.
A Sept .4 wedding is planned
in Lewes, Del.

Christina Bregou
Timothy Burtls

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bregou,
Brewerton, N.Y., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Christina, to Timothy
Burtis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Burtis, Cicero, N.Y.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Faith Heritage School. She
will complete a bachelor's
degree in Spanish at LU in
May.
Burtis is a graduate of Twin
Tiers Christian High School.
He attended LU and is now
employed by First National
Bank of Cortland.
An Aug. 7 wedding is
planned in Syracuse, N.Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Hook,
Chincoteague, Va., announce
theengagementof their daughter, Angela, to Darreli Webb,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Webb, Memphis, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Chincoteague High School.
She will complete a bachelor's
degree in elementary education at LU in May.
Webb is a graduate of Macon Road BaptistHigh School
and a May 1992 graduate of
LU. He is presently a youth
pastor and seminary student in
Memphis, Tenn.
A June 5 wedding is planned
in Chincoteague, Va.

Angela Hook
Darreli Webb

Mr. Charles Norris, Fairfield, Calif., announces the
engagement of his daughter,
Carole Lyn, to John Harold
Espino, son of Mrs. Anne Espino, Sacramento, Calif.,
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Fairfield High School. She
will complete a bachelor's degree in home economics at The
Master's College in May.
Espino is a graduate of
Vacaville High School. He is
a youth ministries major atLU,
graduating in May.
A June 19 wedding is
planned in Fairfield, Calif.

Joanie Cherry
Joey Faith

Bethany White
Donald DarrJr.

Mr. and Mrs. William
White, Clinton,Md.,announce
theengagementof their daughter, Bethany Noel, to Donald
E. Darr Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Darr Sr., Marlow
Heights, Md.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Grace Brethren High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in family
and community studies at LU
in May.
Darr is a graduate of Grace
Brethren High School. He is a
pastoral ministies major at
Washington Bible College.
An Aug. 14 wedding is
planned in Temple Hills, Md.

BRIDAL & FORMALS
"Everything For The Perfect Wedding"

BEST...
Selection, Service
and Price
Open Monday - Thursday 10-8
Friday 10-6; Saturday 10-5

(Hwy. 29 South)

Lynchburg
(Across from Walmart)

804-237-5557

Mrs. Barbara Edmonds,
Greensboro, N.C, announces
the engagement of her daughter, Kristi A., to Harvey W.
Gouch Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey W. Gouch Sr.,
Davidson, N.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Southeast Guilford High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree atLU in December.
Gouch is a graduate of
Northside Christian Academy.
He will graduate from LU in
May.
A June 5 wedding is planned
in Greensboro, N.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Turner,
Candler, N.C, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Julie Dennise Kaehne, to Glen
Alan Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Thomas, Concord, N.H.
The bride-elect will complete a bachelor's degree in
mathematics with teacher certification at LU in May.
Thomas is a 1991 graduate
of Renssalear Polytechnic Institute in New York.
A May 29 wedding is
planned in Candler, N.C.

Jennifer Fouse
Sheldon Werner

Mr. and Mrs. John
O 'Carroll, German to wn, Ind.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Jennifer Rene,
to Daniel Mallory, son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Mallory,
Naples, Fla.
The bride-elect will complete a bachelor's degree in
clinical psychology at LU in
May.
Mallory is a pre-law major
at LU, graduating in May.
A Sept. 4 wedding is
planned in Germantown, Ind.

1

Rebecca Parker
Timothy Harmon

JenniferOCarroll
Daniel ffallory
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wise
III, West Winfield, N.Y.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Bridget, to
Douglas Griffis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Griffis,
Vestal, N.Y.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Mount Markham High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in psychology at LU in May 1995.
Griffis is a graduate of
Vestal High School. He is a
finance major at LU, graduating in May.
An Aug. 7 wedding is
planned in Unadilla Forks,
N.Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Parker,
VirginiaBeach.Va.,announce
theengagementof their daughter, Rebecca L. Parker, to
Timothy L. Harmon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Harmon,
Manchester, N.H.
The bride-elect is a graduate of First Colonial High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in child
psychology in May 1995.
Harmon is a graduate of
Manchester Memorial High
School. He is is a developmental psychology major at
LU, graduating in May.
A July 24 wedding is
planned in Virginia Beach, Va.

Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Fouse,
Elizabethtown, Pa., announce
theengagementof their daughter, Jennifer L., to Sheldon S.
Werner, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Francis G. Werner, Bainbridge, Pa.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Mount Calvary Christian
High School. She is a student
nurse at Reading Hospital
School of Nursing.
Werner is a graduate of
Mount Calvary Christian High
School. He is a mathematics
major at LU, graduating in
May.
A Sept. 17,1994 wedding is
planned in Elizabethtown, Pa.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Hjembo, Paramus, N.J., announce the engagement of
their daughter, Beth, to David
Droney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ken Droney, Cape Coral, Fla.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Mariner High School.
She will be complete a
bachelor's degree in nursing
atLU in May 1995.
Droney is a graduate of
Mariner High School. He
works in Paramus, N.J.
A June 1995 wedding is
planned in Paramus, N J.

Beth Hjembo
David Droney

Capt. and Mrs. Jay Lamdin,
Virginia Beach, Va., announce
theengagementof their daughter, Tosha, to Kelly Williams,
son of Mr. Larry Williams,
Glasgow, Ky.
The bride-elect completed a
bachelor's degree in broadcast
journalism atLU in December
1992.
Williams graduated with a
major in pastoral ministries
from LU in December 1992.
An April 24 wedding is
planned in Virginia Beach, Va.

Mrs. Beverly Joyce Meschke, Belen,N.M., announces
the engagement of her daughter, Melissa Ann, to David Earl
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Hill, Houston, Texas.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Temple Baptist Academy. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in sports
management at LU in May.
Hill is a graduate of
Braeburn Baptist Academy.
He graduated with a major in
business management from
LU in 1992.
A June 4 wedding is planned
in Albuquerque, N.M.

Tosha Lamdin
Kelly Williams

Julie Kaehne
Glen Thomas

Elisabeth Reimer
Dion Krause

Melissa Meschke
David Hill

Dr. and Mrs. James Reimer,
Springfield Mo., announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Elisabeth Dawn, to Dion Christian Krause, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Darrie Krause, Bethlehem, Pa.
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Springfield Christian High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in psychology at LU in May.
Krause is a graduate of Freedom High School. He is a
pastoral ministries major at LU,
graduating in December.
A March 19,1994 wedding
is planned in Springfield, Mo.
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Misty Sanner
Daren Wise

It

Rev. and Mrs. Meabon L.
Sanner, Grove City, Ohio,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Misty Leigh,
to Daren Wise, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Wise, Columbus,
Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduateofGroveCity High School.
She will complete a bachelor's
degree in nursing at LU in
May.
Wise is a graduate of Shamrock High School. He is a
music education major, graduating in May 1994.
An Aug. 7 wedding is
planned in Columbus, Ohio.
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a n d save y o u r money

$42.95
Riv^r Ridge Mall

PRICE GUARANTEE

! 5239-2674

We Guarantee The Boat
Price In t o w n On Att : :
Our Tuxedo MyMtf

33 *EEEi ^ROOM'S TUXEDO

At Nancy's Bridal Boutique
We Get You Started Living
Happily Ever After.

R E N T your w e d d i n g g o w n

Prices Starting At

for y o u r w e d d i n g a n d honeymoon!!!
• Gorgeous selection of wedding gowns...$90.00 & up.
• Attendants and mother of the bride dresses...$35.00 & up,
• Slip and veil rental.
• Full line of attire for groom and ushers.
• Flowers, invitations, and catering available.
• DEDICATED TO QUALITY AND SERVICE..
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for A
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Unique

RESTAURANT
Dinner by the Lake
*2

• Beautiful gowni and hair pie
(or all from page* of leading
bridal magazines. Head piece <
1/2 off with purchase of gown^
and this ad.
• Tuxedos and Suits. Groom's
Tux FREE with rental of 5.
Ringbearer and Grandfather
1/2 off with this ad.
• Full Bridal Services including
flowers and catering. Free
throw away bouquet with
flower contract with this ad.
• Personalized Wedding Book
FREE with purchase of
invitations and napkin order •
100 minimum each.
• Wedding Photography by
Fred L. Bomar, with on
premises studio. FREE
engagement portrait.
• Lay-A-Ways Welcomed

Vnd
Dramatic
A s Your
Love.. .

a
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Invitations
Accessories

3813 Wards Rd.

Krlsti Edmonds
Harvey Gouch Jr.

Susan Jewell
Scott Bitler

Bridget |Wse
Douglas Griff is

Celebration

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Whitehurst.Winterville.N.C,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Joanie Denise
Cherry, to Joey Lee Fauth,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Fauth, Wrightsville, Pa.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Greenville Christian
Academy. She will complete
a bachelor's degree in community health at LU in May.
Fauth is a graduate of Eastem York High School. He is
a pastoral ministries major at
LU, graduating in May 1994.
An Aug. 7 wedding is
planned in Greenville, N.C.

Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Jewell Jr., Haines City, Fla.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Susan Renee,
to Scott Matthew Butler, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Tanner, Manassas, Va.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Riverdale Baptist High
School. She will complete a
bachelor's degree in youth
ministries at LU in May.
Buder is a youth ministries
major at LU, graduating in
May-1994.
A Dec. 4 wedding is
planned in Riverdale, Md.

Carole Norris
John Espino
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Bridal Books
Reception Items
Attendants' Gifts
Briarwood Business Center
Route 221
804-385-4530

Dinner • Weddings
Open nightly for dinner
Lunches daily
993-2475
Rt. 460 • 4 miles East of Lynchburg
\

H o u r s : M o n . - Fri. 10 — 8

•

Sat. 10 — 6

Phone 846-2299
IN THE PLAZA - LYNCHBURG
(near Htlronimut)

Hi

• " • •
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Weddings require attention to detail
By LISA McMONIGLE

every trinket and keepsake look important; and before you know it, you
have spent way over your means.
The invitation not only welcomes
your guests, but it also gives them
important information regarding the
ceremony. Many couples include a
map card matching the invitation stationery for those guests unfamiliar
with the location.
If your wedding is to be formal and
you want your guests to "dress-up"
and wear tuxedos, you may have
"black-tie invited" printed at the bottom of the invitation.

Champion Reporter

An average wedding these days
includes more than 200 people and
costs $5,000! Setting a budget, sticking to it and allowing several months
to prepare will avoid many headaches
and provide a chance to shop around
for the best prices.
A wedding is not just a ceremony
anymore; it is a social event When
the guests arrive, they will chat about
the decorations and whisper about the
food.
The major concerns covered by
every bridal magazine include invitations, flowers, caterers and honeymoon arrangements.

FLOWERS

INVITATIONS
Invitations are more personal and
unique than ever before. When choosing an invitation style make sure it
introduces the theme and possibly the
color scheme of the wedding.
Packages usually include invitations, R.S.V.P. cards, thank-you cards
and announcements.
Buying thank-you notes over-thecounter will cut costs. If you do not
decide how much money will be alloted for stationery you will overspend, so do a little price research
before ordering.
Brochures are designed to make

The flowers that the bridesmaids
will wear or carry are just as important as the dresses they will wear.
They are decorations and part of the
wedding party's attire. These, too,
should compliment the color scheme
and style of the wedding.
Florists provide the basics: boutonnieres, table arrangements and bouquets, but a floral designeroffers more
customized displays with unique creativity. Some floral designers even
handle lighting.
As a guideline, it is wise to find a
florist who is a member of the American Institute of Floral Designers.
To save money, do a little research
and find out what flowers are natu-

rally in bloom at the time of the popular idea for less formal, afternoon
wedding. By doing this, there will be weddings.
Somecouples prefer a relaxed, backno charge for imported or special
yard barbecue. Although backyard
orders.
"get-togethers" are cheaper, weather
poses a concern. Added expense for
CATERERS
rental furniture and equipment must
Receptions are formal, semi-foralso be considered.
mal or relaxed. It is a chance for new
A common way of hosting a recepin-laws to swap stories about the bride
tion is to reserve a restaurant's banquet
and groom, friends to reminisce and
hall and either have the restaurant or an
children to watch adults and try to act
independent catering group prepare the
grown-up. This is thefirstplace the
food.
bride and groom will socialize as a
married couple.
HONEYMOON
One thing guests will talk about
After the ceremony, schedules,
after the vows is the food at the reception. Whether you want to rent a meetings and greetings surrounding
facility, use part of your church or the wedding, the honeymoon comes to
take the reception outdoors, you must the rescue. Whether the destination is
a foreign country or a neighboring
plan to provide good food.
Cutting costs while hosting a state, the honeymoon takes months of
memorable reception takes creative planning.
Travel agents plug into information
simplicity. Lavish meats and mystery meat hors d'oeuvres may appear systems to offer reduced prices and
appetizing, but the cost and taste could packages for newlyweds. In order to
be nauseating. Today, menus are get the best deals, reservations must be
made as early as possible. It is never
both price and health conscious.
Style, size and time dictates the too early to begin the search.
Choosing the perfect get-away is
type of the reception. Pasta bars are
suitable for small weddings; guests more difficult than it looks. All travel
have several choices of pasta and magazinesfilltheir pages with beautiful, exotic scenes of seemingly unsauces to make it personal.
A dessert bar at which the guests touched wilderness and resort beaches.
build their own sundae and choose Staying on land is one option; another
from a buffet of pies and cakes is a is taking off for the ocean.

Wedding timetable.,
Six tn 12 month, ahead:
• Determine budget and where
ceremony will take place.
• Select dreii, veil, accessories
and bridesmaids' dresses
• Draw up invitation list
• Enroll with bridal gift registry
• Select photographer and florist

Cruises offer great deals for new
couples. The voyages may remain
close to home or travel to distant
shores. Passports cost extra and
medicine may be an issue, depending
on the destination.
Packing a suitcase requires little
talent, but it does require attention
and common sense. Women tend to
over-pack, mainly because they get
dressed according to mood: what
looks nice one day may look all wrong
the next.
Men pack by throwing every clean
article of clothing they own into a
suitcase and forget to pack an iron.
Heavy baggage is a nuisance and
unplanned packing is disaster.
The key to packing intelligently is
choosing coordinating articles appropriate for the destination's climate.
For example, one wouldn't need an
umbrella in a desert or a sweater in
the Amazon.
If it is supposed to rain or become
extremely cold, however, then it
would be a good idea to include such
items. It's always better to be safe
than sorry, but use good judgement.
Planning a wedding appears fun,
but details can create headaches.
Proper time management and realistic limits begin any social planning,
and a successful wedding deserves
both.

Fourtosix montha ihead;
• Order invitations
• Plan honeymoon
• Shop for trousseau
• Have mothers choose dresses
• Visit doctor for physical
exam; set date for blood test
Two to four months ahead:
• Address wedding invitations
• Choose gifts for attendants
• Buy wedding ring; Order engraving
• Arrange for marriage license
• Arrange for rehearsal dinner
One to two months ahead:
• Have final dress fittings
• Plan accommodations for outof-town guests
• Mail invitations
• Get formal wedding portrait
• Pick up wedding rings

Two weeja ahead,;,
• Send wedding announcement
to newspaper
• Change name on social security, driver's license, etc
• Make arrangements to move
belongings to your new home

:

One week atrcatL
• Have final consultation with
caterer,floristand photographer
• Give bridesmaids'party
• Confirm rehearsal plans with
clergy and attendants

(source: BrWe Magazine, Jan. 1993)

Chinese restaurant provides delicious alternative
One of the benefits of leaving church
on Sunday morning is the opportunity
to go out for lunch rather than going
home for bacon-lettuce-tomato sandwiches or soup out of a can. I was
treated to lunch at a local restaurant
which I have never even heard of
before. King's Island on Old Forest
Road offers a delightful fare of authentic Chinese cuisine.
The restaurant which has been a
fixture in Lynchburg for about 20
years grew in popularity as the area
around it grew economically. The
shopping centers and service businesses were established after King's
was already in business for several
years.
After entering the restaurant, you
notice the tasteful Oriental decor and
trim. Royal shades of mauve, lavender and beige adorn the tableclothes,
napkins, curtains and carpet. Traditional Chinese print wallpaper add to

Chris
Phelps
Staff Columnist

Chef's Corner
the Far East atmosphere.
The Sunday buffet offers the ideal
food critic's choice to sample a range
of menu items without the hassle of
ordering each individual item a la
carte. The buffet has six different entrees with the addition of a soup and
salad bar.
The first item was the token fried
eggroll with shredded cabbage and
onionfilling,served with sweet duck
sauce and melt-your-tongue hot

mustard. It was a tasty beginning that
was neitherfillingnor heavy (as most
Oriental food is not) on the palate.
The next item was the friedrice,an
item indigenous to Oriental restaurants. It was seasoned well and included bits of egg garnish in it to
classify it as authentic.
An array of steamed vegetables
came next which included broccoli,
water chestnuts, red peppers, oyster
mushrooms and scallions. They were
served with tender slices of seasoned
pork tenderloin in a light lemon glaze.
Another item was the beef with
green peppers. It consisted of thin
strips of beef sirloin sauteed with
slivers of green peppers and yellow
onions, highlighted with a teriyaki

GET A GREAT CUT

sauce. It was a delicious rendition of
an otherwise boring dish.
The best item, however, was the
sesame chicken. Batter-dipped chunks
of fried chicken breast meat were
glazed with a tantalizing Oriental barbeque sauce and dipped in sesame
seeds.
Finally, what visit to a Chinese restaurant would be complete without having a sweet-and-sour dish (or a fortune
cookie) on the menu? The sweet-andsour pork manages to satisfy the taste

buds with its unique flavor.
I was very pleased overall with my
visit to King's Island. The service
was gracious, even during the busy
time in which we ate. We were seated
quickly, waited upon efficiently and
our plates were cleared from the table
soon after we finished.
I find that a rare trait in many restaurants in this town. Above all, the
meal was very reasonably priced
considering the quality and quantity
of the food. I would recommend this

restaurant to students looking for a
different taste at therightprice with
fine service.
Address:
King's Island
2804'Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg
Phone:
384-0066
Charge:
Visa, Master Card,
American Express

Yvette's
Bridal
Boutique
• Qozons SlndHLUTcedos for MC Occasions
• SiCkJBeaded Qoivns for
(Barents & <BCack?Tk Affairs

fredL. (Bomar
Fine Photography

528-1512

• TuicfRentaC

J)
Association
of
Sports
Administrators

Help Support ASA and
the Flames Basketball
team as they journey
to the Big South
Championship by
buying your
6thManT-Shirt!
$10.00 non-members
$8.00 ASA members
You may purchase your
T-Shirt at a home
basketball game or call
Glenn Kalnins at
582-3919

r
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$2.00 OFF I $5.00 OFF
Hair Cut

Perm

I
Includes
I
Cut & Style
cut & style
I
Men-reg. $14.00
I I
with coupon
Women - Reg. $18.50
I I exp. Feb. 28,1993
exp. Feb. 28,1993
Reg. $12.00

'Evening Qonms
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The Cutting Crew
Crossroads Pod Mall
Wards Road

Call 237-1457
(For participating stylists)

(Prom Qoivns

D

Bring in this ad & receive a
10% discount

2JEBEE Airline Tickets
with the purchase of any
"Bridal Original" Wedding Gown

384-0804 • Monday-Saturday 10-6 • Tuesday & Thursday til 8
Expires: 4-1-93

Next to TCBY & Little Ceasers
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LUSLLL videos vital
to student instruction
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

Robert DeLong, head of the video
production staff for the School of
LifeLong Learning, is in charge of
producing videotapes for LUSLLL
students.
Faculty who are to be taped first
meet with DeLong's staff and go
over the course to prepare for taping.
The staff reviews the course material
and lecture notes to establish the
criteria for thefinalproduction.
"We ask questions on material to
enhance the course. We also use
lecture notes and go over how the
course is to appear," DeLong explained.
DeLong, along with a five person
crew (three of which have been with
LUSLLL since its beginning) then
begin taping.
The material is taped by using a
photo by Gammto Diyrit
control room which DeLong deRobert DeLong spends time at the control room for LUSLLL's video production which has prosigned himself in 1985 when the
duced over 5,000 hours of tape since its beginning in 1985.
school began. Since that time, over

5,000 hours of taping have been production abilities to his previous
produced for the school. The control experience as a professional photogroom consists of a number of moni- rapher for 30 years, during which he
tors where the directors can see dif- published a book of his photographs
ferent angles of the faculty being entiUed/'CountryRoadinto the Past"
He is presently working to begin
taped. From these monitors, one
another
book of his photos which will
view is selected and put on a larger
have
a
story
with each picture.
screen that shows what is actually
He
also
taught
photography at
being taped.
Timberlake
Christian
School as well
After these tapes are edited and
as
at
Longwood
Avenue
Christian
finished, master and duplicate tapes
School.
are made according to the number of
Before teaching high school, DeLUSLLL students taking that parLong
worked with the electronical
ticular course.
and
mechanical
division of Texaco
According to DeLong, video tapfor
12
years.
ing can take from a few days to an
In 1985, DeLong was asked to be
entire semester tofinish,depending
engineer
for the School of LifeLong
on the professor's schedule.
Learning;
and since being hired, he
"Some professors come in and can
has
been
promoted to department
do three hours of taping in one day;
supervisor,
during which he took
some are taped during modulars so
courses
through
LUSLLL, earning a
that students are pictured to be in the
master's
degree
in
counseling in 1990.
class, and sometimes we don't get
Besides
being
supervisor,
DeLong
finished with a class until the semesteaches
psychology
classes
for
Libter is over," DeLong said.
erty
undergraduate
students.
DeLong credits much of his video

Professor writes, teaches, counsels others
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

Dr. David Miller, professor of psychology and counseling for Liberty
University has contributed to the
program through his work as a fulltime teacher, counselor andauthorof
a number of books.
He also holdsa licensed counselor's
position in Virginia where he works
at a local counseling practice.
As a result of his work counseling
families and children, Miller has
published two more books. The first,
released in November, is called
"Breaking Free: Rescuing Families
from the Clutches of Legalism," a

book, using Miller's own testimony
of his struggle and victory over legalism in his life.
Miller's most recent book, "Tough
Kids: Help for Parenting Difficult
Children," became available February 8. It discusses ideas and problems of raising children who are hard
to discipline.
"This information is trying to help
Christian parents understand why
troubled children happen," Miller
said.
"It explains God's intent for families," he continued.
Miller approaches the problem of
loving families who are trying to

raise "tough kids" from both a personal and professional approach. The
book covers a variety of subjects
including the following:
• Critical factors leading to difficult behavior;
• Help in evaluating the severity of
a child or teen's behavior,
• The way learning disabilities and
hyperactivity affect behavior;
• The characteristics of "low-risk"
families;
• Keys to effective, loving discipline; and
• Positive actions parents can take.
Miller draws upon biblical principles as he attempts to discuss solu-

Miller also co-hosted a Christian
tions to the behavioral problems found
teen television talk show on the Libin children.
Although he has spent much of his erty Broadcasting Networkcalled
time writing books, he also teaches a "Act It Out," which discussed probnumber of classes for both LUSLLL lems that faced teens and talked about
and the School of Religion at the solutions to them.
In addition to his work with Libgraduate level, such as counseling
dysfunctional families, counseling the erty, Miller travels to different
hild, counseling adolescents and per- churches, holding weekend workshops for Christian parents in
sonality developments.
Miller has been with LUSLLL since churches.
"I hold workshops that are mainly
last year but has taught here at Liberty
trouble-shooting adolescents," Miller
since 1981.
Prior to coming here, Miller taught explained.
During the next few weekends,he
at Bob Jones University, as well as
serving as a public school teacher and will be travelling to Illinois, Maine
and Louisianna for these seminars.
counselor in Detroit

Dr. David Miller
Counseling program director

Student seeks bachelor's degree through
LUSLLL, pursues counseling service
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

photo by Gommio Dayrit

Sonya Shaffer, a junior in the
School of LifeLong Learning, is
pursuing a bachelors degree in psychology which she plans to receive
in May or August of 1994. After
graduating, she plans to pursue a
master's degree in counseling
through LUSLLL.
Taking LUSLLL classes interested Shaffer because she could
finish in two years, set her own time
frame; at the same time, she was not
necessarily meeting someone else's
schedule.
Shaffer also decided to take
LUSLLL after previous work at
other colleges was unsatisfactory.
She took classes at another university but was not pleased with
students' inability to voice their ideas
in class.
"The 500- 600 people per class
made it difficult to argue a point
We couldn't really ask questions;
the class was just straight out infor-

she counseled men who abused memmation," Shaffer explained.
Shaffer also attended a commu- bers of their family. Through her
work in these
nity college as ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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^
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various areas,
well as anshe felt the
other school,
"/
am
going
to
pursue
the
Lord
calling
where she
her
into
the
again was not line of work that I want to
counseling
satisfied bedo. I've always had an
field.
cause of the
"I am
interest
in
people
but
just
timespent begoing
to purfore receiving
wasn't satisfied with
sue
the
line of
her degree.
other
schools."
work
that
I
Shaffer
want
to
do.
explained
- Sonya Shaffer
I've always
that her inter—
•
—
•
*
•
—
—
—
had
an interests centered ———~~"""""~"
est
in
people
but
just
wasn't
satisfied
around social sciences and being
with
other
schools,"
Shaffer
said.
involved with people.
Because of her satisfaction with the
Her experience in thefieldof counseling includes previous work with
social services as well as a male and
female counseling position that dealt
with family problems and difficulties in husband and wife relationships.
Shaffer has also worked with Domestic Violence Intervention, where

Keep in touch...
A $25 donation to Liberty
University will bring up to 28
issues of The Liberty Champion,
including LUSLL news,
to your mailbox.

A number of cameras and lighting equipment is used for the
production of LUSLLL videos. Taping can take from a week to
a semester to finish one session which will last 24 - 31 hours.
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RECRUITING

School of LifeLong Learning, she
has recommended LUSLLL to others who either never went to college
after high school or got married and
didn't have a chance to finish college.
Because of her, people have already requested catalogs for the
LUSLLL program.
Shaffercurrently works fortheU.S.
State Department, in the planning division for the construction of foreign
buildings.
She is currently taking courses in
group dynamics, theory of psychotherapy, Bible 105 as well as other
psychology classes.
"The classes are both hard and
interesting," Shaffer said.
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| Yes, I would like to donate to Liberty and receive
The Liberty Champion for two semesters. Enclosed
is a tax deductible gift of $25, payable to The Liberty
Champion.
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258 OAKtEY AVE. • 847-0931
Open Saturday by Appointment

SCHOOL
TEACHERS

Name.
Street.
City-

.State

ZIP.

Area Code & Phone #

SHARP MINDS
ARE DRAWN
To C H A L L E N G E .

One of America's most exciting Christian schools is
seeking a few elementary and secondary teachers

KIVKKDALK BAPTIST CHURCH
1133 Largo Road

Speedy.

Marines

Upper Marlboro, MD 20772

If you would like to become an officer of the Marines, see your
Officer Selection Officer Team Captain Graham and Sergeant
Hamilton at the Demoss Student Center from 11:00am -1:00pm
on February 18,1993
or call 1-800-542-5851 in Virginia
or collect (703) 387-1942 for more information.

Visit us during the Christian School Recruitment
Conference, DeMoss Building, FEB 25-26. Or call
301-249-7000 and ask for Mr. Hockenberry.

i

• Visa
Master Card
Discover
Card #
Exp. date
Authorized Signature

For more information or to donate, call
tollfree1-800-628-7974, ext. 2128 or send
check or money order to:

L..

The Liberty Champion _ _
Box 20000
£
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001 *
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Men's hoops drop three Big South games
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

In a season of streaks, the Flames
lost their third consecutive conference game Saturday when the
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County scored 59 second-half points
to down the LU 90-85 in Baltimore.
The loss dropped LU's overall record to 14-10 while dropping its Big
South record to 8-5. UMBC's record
improved to 8-13 overall and 5-7 in
the conference.
Whilecooling the Flames, UMBC's
Skip Saunders scored a game-high 25
points while hitting nine of his 16
shots. Included in his 25 points were
seven three pointers to set a new
UMBC record.
UMBC also set another school
record when Scott Felton hit all 10 of
his free throws. He scored 17 points
for the winning Retrievers.
However, although UMBC won the
game, the Retrievers were held to
43.3 percent shooting while the
Flames shot 47.8 from thefield.LU
also out-rebounded the Retrievers 4438. But LU turned the ball over 16
times compared to 11 for UMBC.
Parish Hickman led LU with 19
points on six of 16 shooting. He also
grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds.
Julius Nwosu scored 16 points for
the Flames while Matt Hildebrand
chipped in 15 and Keith Ferguson
scored 12.
Jody Chapman gave the Flames a
lift with 17 points on seven of 14
shooting, including two of five from
three point range.
On Thursday, the Flames lost to
Big South leading Towson State
University 86-81 for the team's second consecutive home loss.
"Towson did a really good job with
their quickness, and they shut down
our passing lanes better than other
opponents," LU Head Coach Jeff
Meyer said. "We made some necessary adjustments (in the second half),

Wrestlers
place fifth,
suffer loss
By MIKE GATHMAN

but it was like we were playing up hill
all night."
While losing for the second consecutive time, the Flames received
little support from the bench. Cordell
Robinson's field goal accumulated
the only two points from a non-starter.
"It's a dilemma. When our bench is
productive, we are an effective team.
They need to step in and perform,"
Meyer said. "They are a major factor
when we excel at a higher level."
"Tonight you can't say that because the bench didn't score — we
lost the game. That is ridiculous,"
Keith Ferguson said.
However, Flames starters Nwosu,
Hickman and Hildebrand combined
for 61 points. Hickman scored 22
while Nwosu scored 20 and Hildebrand scored 19.
But the starting guards for Towson,
Terrance Alexander and Devin Boyd
combined to score 59 points for the
first-place Tigers.
Boyd tallied a new Vines Center
record of 37 points while hitting nine
of 18 from the floor and 17 of 21 from
the charity stripe. Alexander scored
22 points for Towson.
For the game, the Flames were held
to 41.3 percent from the field while
allowing the Tigers to shoot 50.9
percent.
On Monday, Eddie Gay's steal with
five seconds left in the game sealed
Winthrop's 61-58 upset victory over
LU and ended the Flames' nine-game
winning streak.
"We knew they were looking for a
three-pointer, and I looked to defend
the three and picked it off," Gay said.
While the steal cooled the Flames'
hopes of a 10th consecutive win, it
helped to raise the confidence of an
Eagles team which had just lost to
Radford on Saturday.
"Delicious is the word to describe
the win. We have been frustrated
and not playing to our potential,"
Eagle center Mark Hailey said.

photo by Gwnmto OayrH

LU's Keith Ferguson lays the ball up during the Flames' 86-81 home loss to first-place Towson State University on Thursday.
Ferguson finished the game with 12 points while hitting five of 11 shots. The team's overall record now stands at 14-10.
"Tonight the guys settled down
and played a defense in a difficult
place to win."
However, the Eagles came from
behind to win the game after being
down by five at halftime despite outrebounding the Flames 27-15. For
the game the Eagles out-rebounded
LU 49-31.
"We feel like we went through a
little metamorphosis tonight. We
grew up a little and made the key
offensive and defensive plays at

crunch time," WU Head Coach Dan
Kenney said.
Although Winthrop scored key
buckets, the team played a different
style offense than its early season
victory over LU. The Eagles hit
only two of 12 three pointers
compared to 15 of 30 three pointers
against LU on Jan. 13.
"We knew an adjustment we had
to make was to defend their perimeter
players better, but our post guys
did not take care of Gay and

Hailey," Meyer said.
The result was a two-point performance by WU's leading scorer,
guard LaShawn Coulter. However,
despite foul trouble, Hailey and Gay
were able to score 19 and 14 points
respectively.
"They were doubling Gay and me
in the first game, and they didn't do
that tonight. I kept waiting for them to
come, but they never did," Hailey
said. "One-on-one we feel we have
the advantage (over LU's Hickman

and Nwosu)."
Hickman scored a game-high 20
points on nine of 19 shooting to lead
the Flames.
Nwosu chipped in 12 points on five
of seven shooting, while Hildebrand
was held to six points on two of eight
shooting.
This week the Flames travel to
Towson State on Thursday night
and to the University of MarylandBaltimore Country on Saturday
night.
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Hockey club sweeps Hokies

Track competes at Tech
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NHL marketing skills lag behind other sports
This past weekend, the NHL made
its one and only appearance on national television when NBC decided
to broadcast the All-Star Game from
Montreal.
But it seemed odd to me when I
didn't see one commercial during the
Super Bowl the previous Sunday to
plug the hockey game but noticed
five or more spots previewing
the network's new drama series,
"Homicide." What a joke!
And then, to make matters worse,
the only thing the networks had to say
after the game was, "Gee, hockey
doesn't get very good ratings." That
sure seems strange to me that it receives poor ratings since nobody was
told it was going to be on.
Such are the problems of the National Hockey League in America.
How can people market a sport that
has two strikes against it before it has
a chance to step in the batter's box?
Strike number one is that hockey is
said to be a "northern" sport since

non-existent.
Besides, in a recent USA TODAY
study, it was determined that both
baseball and basketball have had more
bench-clearing brawls in the last year
than hockey. Strange, huh?
So why doesn't hockey catch on?
Of the four major sports, the players
are moving the fastest in hockey (over
25 m.p.h.), and thus, the collisions are
more vicious than in football. Also,
Nolan Ryan's best fastball is still
slower than Washington Capital Al
Iafrate's 105.2 m.p.h. slapshot.
I believe the sport includes all the
products American sports enthusiasts
look for: speed and hard-hitting, nonstop action. So this leads me to believe that something else must be
wrong—the marketing.
Former NHL PresidentJohnZiegler
napped through the '80s at the same
time David Stern, the NBA commissioner, was casting magical spells of
basketball throughout the land. It is
agreed by many experts that in the

Bob
Sturm
Sport* Columnist

The Way I See It
there is no ice in the south, and
thus, no youngsters to play it. I'm
not sure I buy this statement since
millions of people love football, yet
I see very few people in helmets
and full pads playing with the
pig-skin in the park.
This leads me to believe that although it helps, you don' t have to play
a sport to enjoy watching it (examples
include football, auto racing, etc).
Strike number two is that hockey is
perceived to be "boxing on ice."
Things like the movie "Slapshot" do
not help to defeat these false stereotypes. But the fact is, although fighting plagued the sport in the' 70s, it has
since been deterred and is virtually

'70s, basketball
and hockey were
at the same popularity level. Only
problem is, while
Stern used Magic
Johnson, Larry
Bird, and Dr. J. to
excite the imaginations of the
public, Ziegler
failed to do the
same with Wayne
Gretzky, Mario
Lemieux and Mark Messier.
So it is now time to figure out
how to catch up. In order to market
the league, you have to sell its
super-stars. Unfortunately, the new
stars on ice are not named Dan and
Dave but rather Pavel Bure and
Sergei Federov.
Can Americans adopt Europeans as
sports heroes? Well, I'm not sure, but
they did come to enjoy non-American
athletes such as Hakeem Olajuwon,

Big South Conference
LUmen

LU women

Big South

After losing three consecutive
games, the men's basketball team
mustfinda way to win again late in
the season. The team will try to
regain a high seed in the Big South
Tournament with a first or second
place finish.
This weekend the Flames will try
to avenge their 90-85 loss to UMBC
last Saturday. To do so, the Flames must shut
down Skip Saunders who scored 25
points. While scoring 25 points,
Saunders hit seven of 10 three pointers to set a new UMBC record.
Scott Felton also scored 17 points
for UMBC while hitting a school
record 10 of 10 free throws.
Sonique Nixon and Dana Harris
also need to be shut down as
they scored 15 points each in the
UMBC win.

The Lady Flames' record dropped
to 9-3 in the conference after a
dissapointing loss Saturday to
UMBC 64-56.
The game was the final home contest of the season and marked the last
home game for seniors Cynthia Thomson, Jennifer Fairfax and the injured Theresa Bream.
The Flames picked up the team's
biggest come-from-behind win on
Thursday when the team battled back
from a 10-point deficit with less than
2:30 left in the game. LU won the
game 77-72 in overtime.
This week the Flames will be on the
road for two big conference games at
Towson State on Thursday and at
UMBC on Friday. The Flames are
trying to win the conference and preserve a number-one seed in the Big
South TournamenL

The men's Big South Player of the
Week for the week ending Feb. 6, was
Radford University's Doug Day.
Day helped to lead the Highlanders
to two wins last week while scoring
31 points against Winthrop and 23
points against Charleston Southern.
Day also broke the career threepointer made total of 363 held by Jeff
Fryer from Loyola Marymont Day
ended the week with 373 career threepointers.
He also broke the record for threepointers attempted. He now has 984
attempts compared to 940 by Fryer.
Currendy, Day and Coastal's Tony
Dunkin are the one and two all-time
scorers in the Big South with 1,883
and 1,866 points respectively.
Honorable Mentions for men's
player of the week included Scooter
Alexander from Towson, Joe Spinks

Men's Overall Statistics
PLAYER
Hickman
Nwosu
Hlldobrand
Ferguson
Chapman
Williams
Toomsr
Robinson

Bloom
Anthony
Pothovsn
Huntsr
Taylor
Totals

Q/GS
20/17
24/23
24/24
24/23

24/1
22/10
22/19
22/2
20/1
22/0
14/0
17/0
21/0
24/24

Total
FQ/FQA
144/290
159/271
85/176
90/170
45/95
40/82
33/98
27/62
21/48
19/53
4/13
12/24
12/30
694/1,419

T h r s s Point
FQ/FQA
FG%
.344
11/32

FQ%
.497
.587
.483
.529
.474
.488
.337
.436
.438
.359
.308
.500
.400
.489

0/0
47/103
13/41
14/34
0/2
16/56
9/27
8/24
10/25
0/1

0/1
5/15
134/362

.000
.456
.317
.412
.000
.286
.333
.333
.400
.000
.000
.333
.370

FT/FTA
54/81
93/154
72/82
28/50
16/30
18/25
13/22
14/24
8/9
9/12
17/21
4/5
5/12

FT%
.667
.604
.878
.560
.533
.720
.591
.583
.889
.750
.810
.800
.417
354/531 .667

PTS

353
411
289
221
120
98
95
77
58
57
25
28
34
1,876

AVG
17.7
17.1

12.0
9.2
5.0
4.5
4.3
3.5
2.9
2.6
1.8
1.7
1.6
78.2

AST
32
6
133
64
17
14
47
58
15
9
24
1.0
0
1.4
9
.9
38.1 432

REB AVG
139 7.0
202 8.4
3.0
71
3.8
91
2.6
63
3.1
69
1.8
39
1.9
41
1.2
24
.6
13

14
23
18

915

BLK
10
35
0
7
6
3
2
1
0
1
0
0

STL
26
22
12
19
19
12
38
15
4
5

6

6
5
4

71

188

Women's Overall Statistics
PLAYER
Bream
D. Colsman
Q. Colsman
Barrington

C. Thomson
Whit.
Fairfax

Q/QS
12/10
21/14
21/13
21/20
21/16
21/2

21/20

Woods

21/8

Hopkins
R. Thomson

21/3
20/1

Mllbum

14/0
2/0
21/21

Fresman
Totals

Total
FQ/FQA
53/131
82/214
82/168
63/179
51/169
48/137
56/121
44/100
23/69
4/25
1/2
0/0
507/1,315

FQ%
.405
.383
.488
.352
.302
.350
.463
.440
.333
.160
.500
.000
.386

Thres Point
FQ/FGA FG%
.333
1/3
.342
38/111
.000
0/2
.438
14/32
.296
37/125
.383
23/60
.000
0/0
.000
0/1
.000
0/0
.182
2/11
.000
0/0
.000
0/0
115/345 .333

FT/FTA

FT%
.556
.750
.680
51/75
.733
55/75
.539
21/39
.613
19/31
.487
19/39
.600
36/60
.606
20/33
.800
8/10
.000
0/0
.000
0/0
289/456 .634

30/54
30/40

PTS
137
232
215
195
160
138
131
124
66
18
2
0
1,418

Men's Big South basketball standings
B.S. record
Overall record
School
10-2
14-8
Towson
8-3
10-11
Campbell
8-5
14-10
Liberty
7-4
14-9
Coastal
6-6
12-13
Radford
5-6
11-10
Winthrop
5-7
8-13
Bait. County
3-10
6-16
Charleston
2-11
4-16
UNC-Asheville
0-0
7-15
UNC-Greensboro

AVG
11.4
11.1
10.2
9.3
7.6

6.6
6.2
5.9
3.1

.9
.1
.0

67.5

REB
121
115
102
78

55
92
106
67
35
13
10
0
685

AVG
10.1
5.5
4.9
3.7
2.6
4.4
5.1
3.2
1.7
.7
.7
.0
42.1

AST

19
48
61
107
33
15
8
13
2
13
1
0
320

BLK
1
2

6
0
2
3
29
2
3
0
1
0
49

STL
19
33
33

46
35
20
18
14
2
3
0
0
222

Vlade Divac, Fernando Valenzuela,
Roberto Alomar, Christian Okoye and
more.
The bottom line is the public
doesn't care what your name is or
what language you speak. The
question is, "Are you the best?" and
if you are your name can even be
Jaromir Jagr.
What else can be done? The league
needs to get itself on billboards, on Tshirts, in sports stores and most im-

Basketball

This Weeks Men's Games
Monday, Feb. 15
from Campbell and Julius Nwosu from
Liberty at Towson State
Liberty.
Piedmont College at Charleston Southern
For the week, Alexander shot .667 Radford at UMBC
from the floor while leading the Ti- UNC-A at Coastal Carolina
gers to a 2-1 record. Combined he UNC-Greensboro at N.C. State
scored 51 points, grabbed 16rebounds Winthrop at Campbell
Wednesday, Feb. 17
and dished out 12 assists.
Loyola (MD) at UMBC
Spinks scored 33 points over two
Thursday, Feb. 18
winning games last week and grabbed Coastal Carolina at Campbell
a total of 16 rebounds.
Mercer at UNC-A sheville
Nwosu scored 16fieldgoals in two
Saturday, Feb. 20
wins for the Flames and grabbed a Charleston Southern at Campbell
career-high 14reboundsagainstUNC- Chicago State at UNC-Greensboro
Radford at Winthrop
Asheville. Against Campbell, Nwosu Towson State at UNC-Asheville
recorded six blocks and grabbed 13 UMBC at Liberty .
rebounds.
This Weeks Women's Games
The women's Big South Player of
Monday, Feb. 15
the Week was Vickie Henson ofUNC- Campbell at Winthrop
Greensboro. She scored a total of 30 Coastal Carolina at UNC-Asheville
points and grabbed 25 rebounds in Coker at Charleston Southern
Radford at Davidson
two UNC-G wins last week.
Wednesday, Feb. 17
Honorable Mentions for the
Mount
St.
Marys at UMBC
women's Big South Player of the
Radford at UNC-Asheville
Week included Revonda Whitley Winthrop at UNC-Greensboro
from WU, Dawn Coleman from LU
Thursday, Feb. 18
and Danielle Barry from Towson.
Charleston Southern at College of Charleston
Whitley scored 38 points and Coastal Carolina at Campbell
grabbed 20 rebounds over two games Liberty at Towson State
Friday, Feb. 19
while Coleman scored 48 points and
Radford at Winthrop
grabbed 11 rebounds in three games.
Saturday, Feb. 20
Barry scored 50 points and grabbed
Campbell at Charleston Southern
18 rebounds over a three game period Liberty at UMBC
last week.
Towson State at UNC-Asheville

Men's FG% leaders
.652
WU
Eddie Gay
.583
Julius Nwosu LU
.573
CU
Joe Spinks
.560
RU
Don Burgess
CCC .547
Tony Dunkin
.527
TSU
T. Alexander
.504
Parish Hickman LU
Sonique Nixon UMBC .502
M. Acha
CCC .496
.447
Mark Mocnik CU
Women's FG% leaders
Tammie Crown RU
.561
Vickie Henson UNC-G .551
TSU
.476
D.Barry
RU
.439
S. Wilkey
CSU
.408
Chrissy Kelly
UMBC .402
Missy Quille
UMBC .389
Nikki Tinsley
.357
WU
S. Finley

"*~

Winthrop (61)
Coulter 1-8 0-0 2, Fayed 1-6 2-2 4, McVay 1-6 0-0 0.
Plgford 0-10-0 0. Wilkins 2-5 0-2 4, Temple 0-0 0-0 0,
Hailey 8-17 3-5 19, Shirk 1-2 0-0 3, Pickard 3-4 0-0 6,
Branham 3-70-16. Gay 6-12 2-214. Totals 26-68 7-12
61.
Liberty (58)
Nwosu 5-7 2-412, Toomer 1-32-24, Ferguson 2-7 02 4, Hildebrand 2-6 2-2 6. Anthony 0-10-0 0, Robinson
1-1 0-0 2, Hunter 1-1 2-2 4, Taylor 0-3 0-00, Pothoven 000-00, Chapman 0-2 0-00, Williams 3-3 0-0 6, Hickman
9-19 0-2 20. Totals 24-55 8-14 58.
Winthrop
32 29 — 61
Liberty
37 21 — 58
Three point field goals — Liberty 2-12 (Toomer 0-3,
Ferguson 0-1, Hlldebrand 0-4, Taylor 0-1, Hickman 2-3)
Winthrop 2-12 (Coulter 0-3, Fayed 0-2, McVay 1-4,
Wllklns 0-1, Shirk 1-2) Rebounds — Liberty 31 (Nwosu
6), Winthrop 49 (Halley 11) Dale — Monday, Feb. 8.
Attendance—2,315.

Women's Big South basketball standings
School
B.S. record
Overall record
UNC-Greensboro
10-2
13-8
Radford
9-2
11-8
14-7
Liberty
9-3
8-13
Bait. County
7-5
8-13
Coastal
6-5
7-15
Towson State
6-6
10-9
Campbell
5-6
5-15
Winthrop
4-7
7-13
Charleston
5-8
0-19
UNC-Asheville
0-10
Men's 3-point FG% leaders
CCC .500
Tony Dunkin
Skip Saunders UMBC .468
UNC-G .456
Scott Hartzell
.451
M. Hildebrand LU
CU
.442
Scott Neely
UNC-A .436
Burt Jenkins
CCC .419
KeKe Hicks
WU
.406
L. Coulter
CU
.386
Mark Mocnik
RU
.381
Doug Day
Women's blocked shot leaders
C. Hightower
TSU
1.6
J. Fairfax
LU
1.5
Joy Clifford
CSU
1.1
Sara Larsen
RU
0.9
Eileen Jensen
TSU
0.9
Missy Quille
UMBC 0.8
Sheena West
UNC-A 0.8
S. Finley
WU
0.6
Joann Allen
TSU
0.6
Tammie Crown RU
0.6

Last Weeks Men's Results
Monday, Feb. 8
Coll. of Charleston 76 at Charleston So. 73
Coastal Carolina 91 at UMBC 73
Towson State 79 at Lehigh 70
UNC-Asheville 65 at Campbell 90
Winthrop 61 at Liberty 58

Wednesday, Feb. 10
UMBC 86 at Radford 88
UNC-Greensboro 47 at The Citadel 53

Thursday, Feb. 11
Belmont Abbey 62 at Coastal Carolina 93
Campbell 81 at Charleston Southern 64
Towson State 86 at Liberty 81

Saturday, Feb. 13
Coastal Carolina 74 at Winthrop 70
Col. of Charleston 57 at UNC-G. 70
Liberty 85 at UMBC 90
UNC-Asheville 72 at Charl. Southern 91
Radford 90 at Towson State 98

Last Weeks Women's Results
Monday, Feb. 8
Liberty 62 at Winthrop 59
Radford 73 at Campbell 60
UMBC 68 at Coastal Carolina 70

Wednesday, Feb. 10
Charleston Southern 45 at Campbell 54
Furman 74 at Winthrop 58

Thursday, Feb. 11
Radford 61 at UMBC 57
Towson State 72 al Liberty 77
UNC-Greensboro 80 at UNC-Asheville 41

Friday, Feb. 12
Charleston Southern 44 at Davidson 57

Saturday, Feb. 13
Chart. Southern 49 at UNC-Asheville 45
Towson State 60 at Radford 68
UMBC 64 at Liberty 56
UNC-Greensboro 87 at Campbell 74
Winthrop 62 at Coastal Carolina 82

Men's Results
Winthrop 6 1 , Liberty 58

Towson State 86, Liberty 81
Towson State (86)
Blalock 0-0 0-0 0, Alexander 9-174-5 22, Boyd 9-18
17-2137, Caldwell 1-20-12, Mason 2-3 0-04, Valentine
0-10-0 o, Campbell 2-4 2-2 6, James 1 -31 -13, Brown 35 6-612. Thomas OO 0-0 0. Totals 27-53 30-36 86.
Liberty (81)
Nwosu 7-12 6-13 20, Toomer 2-71-2 6, Ferguson 511 2-2 12, Hlldebrand 6-13 3-4 19, Anthony 0-2 0-0 0,
Robinson 1-4 0-0 2. Taylor 0-10-0 0, Pothoven 0-0 0-0
0, Chapman 0-0 0-0 0, Williams 0-0 0-0 0, Hickman 1025 2-2 22. Totals 31 -7514-23 81.
Toweon
44 42 — 86
Liberty
34 47 - 81
Three point Held goals — Liberty 5-18 (Toomer 1-4,
Ferguson 0-4, Hlldebrand 4-7, Robinson 0-1, Taylor 0-1,
Hickman 0-1) Towson 2-5 (Boyd 2-5) Rebounds —
Liberty 38 (Hickman 15), Towson 38 (Boyd 8) Date —
Thursday, Feb. 11. Attendance — 4,975.

Men's free throw % leaders
Scott Hartzell
UNC-G .892
M. Hildebrand LU
.880
Darnell Sneed CSU
.863
Don Burgess
RU
.861
KeKe Hicks
CCC .833
Brian Schmall RU
.817
Devin Boyd
TSU
.800
Tony Dunkin
CCC .759
Mike Fayed
WU
.756
T. Alexander
TSU
.736
Women's free throw % leaders
Tammie Crown RU
.899
Chrissy Kelly
CSU
.800
S. Wilkey
RU
.774
A. Barrington LU
.761
Lisa Howard
RU
.754
Kim Lewis
CCC .700
.685
Ginny Coleman LU
M. Minton
CCC .681
.674
Revonda WhideyWU
Missy QuiUe
UMBC .656

UMBC 90, Liberty 85
Liberty (85)
Ferguson 5-91-212, Hickman 6-16 6-619, Nwosu 812 0-1 16, Toomer 0-6, 0-0 0, Hlldebrand 4-5 6-7 15.
Anthony 0-10-0 0, Bloom 0-0 0-0 0, Robinson 0-0 OO 0,
Hunter 0-1 0-0 0, Taylor 0-0 0-0 0, Pothoven 0-1 0-0 0,
Chapman 7-14 1-2 17, Williams 2-2 2-2 6. Totals 32-67
16-20 85.
UMBC (90)
Watkins 4-120-0 8, Bellinger 1 -61-2 3, Nixon 6-9 34 15, Ferguson 0-5 1 -3 1, Saunders 9-16 0-0 25, Harris
5-9 3-715, Butts 0-0 2-2 2, Scott 3-610-1017, Fasaye 02 2-5 2, Tweedy 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 29-67 22-33 90.
Liberty
41 44 — 85
Campbell
31 5 9 — 9 0
Three point Held goals—Liberty 5-14 (Ferguson 1-2,
Hickman 1-2, Toomer 0-3, Hlldebrand 1-1, Anthony 0-1,
Chapman 2-5) UMBC 10-16 (Ferguson 0-2, Saunders 710, Harris 2-2, Scott 1-1, Fasaye 0-1) Rebounds —
Uberty 44 (Hickman 10), UMBC 38 (Bellinger 9) D a t e Saturday, Feb. 13. Attendance — 1,030.

Women's Results
Uberty 62, Winthrop 59

Liberty (62)
Barrington 1 -4 2-2 4, C Thomson 1-70-0 3, Woods
2-4 4-5 8, Fairfax 4-8 0-2 8, D. Coleman 4-11 0-0 9, R.
Thomson 0-0 0-0 0, G. Coleman 3-10 2-5 B, White 5-9 44 17, Hopkins 0-3 5-6 5.Totars 20-56 17-24 62.
Winthrop (59)
Finley 5-14 2-2 12, Weaver 1-5 3-5 5, Williams 7-12
2-3 16, Harkness 1-4 3-55, Whitley 1-3 0-0 2, Boggs 000-0 0, Thomas 4-14 6-914, Young 0-01-41, Nix 2-4 01 4. Totals 21-56 17-29 59.
Liberty
26 36 — 62
Winthrop
22 37 — 59
Three point Held goals—Liberty 5-17 (C. Thomson 1 7, D. Coleman 1 -5, White 3-5) Winthrop 0-2 (Harkness 02) Rebounds — Liberty 44 (White 8), Winthrop 44
(Williams 10) Date — Monday, Feb. 8. Attendance —
123.

Big South Conference Leaders Through 2-11-93
Men's scoring leaders
Tony Dunkin
CCC 22.8
Darnell Sneed CSU 22.5
Devin Boyd
TSU 22.2
KeKe Hicks
CCC 19.3
Joe Spinks
CU
18.7
T. Alexander
TSU
18.3
Parish Hickman LU
17.6
Doug Day
RU
17.5
Eddie Gay
WU
17.3
Julius Nwosu LU
17.2
Women's scoring leaders
S. Wilkey
RU
16.7
Vickie Henson NC-G 16.4
T. Crown
RU
15.2
Missy Quille
MB-C 14.0
C. Kelly
CSU
13.6
D. Barry
TSU
13.5
M. Haywood
NC-G 12.7
S. Finley
WC
12.5
Kim Lewis
CCC 12.2
Amy Nigro
CU
12.0

portantly on television .Football owns
TV, basketball is learning how
beneficial it is and baseball is finding
out how tough it is to excite the public
with only 12 regular-season games
on free TV.
But hockey has a big advantage.
It can learn from the other three
sports and choose the best options.
The obvious first move is to make
the product accessible. If it isn't
accessible on network television, it
will never catch on.
Gary Bettman, the new NHL commissioner, has his work cut out for
him. He has to popularize the sport
which has the same capacity percentage (plus 90 percent) as pro basketball in the same size arenas. That
statistic leads me to think that the
people with access to it, love it.
If he succeeds in marketing the
league, in 10 years it will be a regular
past-time, just like the NBA. If he
does not, hockey will remain the bestkept secret in America!

Men's rebounding leaders
MarkHailey
WU
9.1
Sonique Nixon UMBC 8.6
Eddie Gay
WU
8.5
Julius Nwosu LU
8.4
M. Acha
CCC 7.7
Joe Spinks
CU
7.5
Parish Hickman LU
6.8
Darnell Sneed CSU
6.6
John James
TSU
6.2
Tyrone Travis RU
6.1
Women's rebounding leaders
Tammie Crown RU
9.6
S. Finley
WU
9.6
D.Barry
TSU
9.2
C. Hightower
TSU
8.0
Vickie Hensen UNC-G 7.3
Sheena West
UNC-A 7.1
Kim Lewis
CCC 6.9
Joy Clifford
CSU 6.7
Nicky Coleman CU
6.6
Eunice French UMBC 6.6

Liberty 77, Towson State 7 2
Toweon State (72)
Meyers 3-6 0-0 6, Gebbis 5-9 2-3 12, Kotkin 4-6 0-0
8, Belalr 1-3 0-0 4, Alien 0-2 0-0 0, Eberhart 0-1 0-0 0,
Jensen 0-1 1-2 1, Barry 4-11 6-8 14, Hlghtower 4-8 3-4
11, Ward7-20 1-316. Totals29-57 13-20 72.
Uberty (77)
Barrington 7-18 4-7 1B, C. Thomson 2-9 2-4 7, R.
Thomson 0-0 0-0 0, G. Coleman 6-110-012, Mlburn 00 0-0 0, White 2-10 0-0 6, Hopkins 3-4 0-0 6, Fairfax 2-5
0-24,0. Coleman 7-180017, Woods 2-9 3-7 7. Totals
31-84 9-20 77.
Toweon
31 35 6 —
72
Uberty
30 36 11 —
77
Three point field goals — Liberty 6-20 (Barrington 03, C. Thomson 1-6, White 2-4, D. Coleman 3-7) Towson
1-7 (Kotkin 0-1, Belalr0-1.Allen0-2, Ward 0-3) Rebounds
— Liberty 44 (Barrington 9), Towson 49 (Barry 15) Date
— Thursday, Feb. 11. Attendance — 576.

UMBC 64, Uberty 56
UMBC (64)
Hutton 2-7 1-2 5, Tinsley 7-13 0-0 14, Quille 6-18 91321, Woolstenhulme 1-22-34. Green 2-4 0-1 4,Clcak
1-6 2-24. French 4-10 0-0 8, Elmore 1-3 0 0 2, Johnson
1-2 0-0 2. Totals 25-65 14-21 64.
Uberty (56)
Barrington 2-12 4-8 8, C. Thomson 2-7 0-0 4, R.
Thomson 0-2 0-0 0, G. Coleman 2-5 1 -2 5, White 2-9 36 7, Hopkins 1 -3 2-2 4, Fairfax 4-10 0-0 8, D. Coleman 39 0-0 8, Woods 5-12 3-7 13. Totals 21-69 13-25 56.
UMBC
32 32 — 64
Uberty
27 29 — 56
Three point field goals — Liberty 1-16 (Barrington 02, C. Thomson 0-5, R. Thomson 0-2, White 0-2, D.
Coleman 1-5) UMBC 0-1 (Elmore 0-1) Rebounds —
Lrberty47 (Barrington 9). UMBC 54 (Quille 12) Date —
Saturday, Feb. 13. Attendance — N/A.

Women's assists leaders
Shonta Tabourn CU
6.5
A. Barrington LU
5.0
L. Siddle
RU
4.3
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC 4.0
Tina Wilson
UNC-G 4.0
Missy Quille
UMBC 3.9
Jo Zerger
UNC-G 3.9
DeeGodette
UNC-A 3.8
Michelle Minton CCC 3.8
Paula Roberts UNC-A 3.6
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F.I.R.M. witnesses with lifting
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The Faith In the Resurrected Messiah Foundation (F.I.R.M. Foundation) Power Team is again looking
forward to an exciting semester of
witnessing and strength training.
This year's team, consisting of six
members and one staff sponsor, have
already put together a schedule filled
with rallies, schools and churches.
"The members, who are usually
former football players, are chosen
because they have a tremendous heart
for youth and this ministry," Staff
Sponsor and Coach for F.I.R.M. Barry
Rice said. "They are primarily students, but even after college, most
still feel connected to the ministry."
The primary purpose of the power
team ministry is to use the talents that
God has given them to glorify Him.
They use these feats of strengths as a
vehicle to share Christ with the teenagers they minister to.
"It is exciting to see the number of

eyes and ears that have been open
because of this ministry," Rice said.
'The audience always seems to respond to the team as they are sharing
the gospel."
Although the ministry primarily
targets adolescents, the team does not
underestimate the way God uses them.
"We are able to relate to all sorts of
people," Rice said. "It is amazing
how different the people are that we
come in contact with. God has used us
mightily in the inner city, and we have
also ministered to a group of rich kids.
In fact, a 90-year-old woman came to
know Christ through our performance and sharing."
The power team will have many
opportunities for sharing the message
this spring as they will travel almost
every weekend. They will appear at
local churches and youth rallies, but
they also will travel as far as Alabama, Ohio and New York.
Although its main purpose is to glorify God, the F.I.R.M. Foundation

Power Team would also like to be
perceived by the community in a
couple of ways.
"First, we would like the community to realize that the team consists of
big guys, but they are also humble.
We all realize that we cannot make it
through one day without Christ, no
matter how strong we are," Rice said.
"Secondly," he continued, "our
strength is a talent given to us by God.
It is just like any other talents that He
gives, and that is why we are trying to
use it for His glory and honor."
The power team envisions many
more yearsof ministry to adolescents.
They are looking to obtain a van and
sound system for their travels as it
would propel the team to new heights
in the ministry program.
"However," Rice said, "our main
purpose is to glorify Him. We have
committed F.I.R.M. Foundation to His
service and have put the ministry in
photo by J«ff Smith
His hands. It is for the Lord to do with
Faith In the Resurrected Messiah (F.I.R.M. Foundation) performs powerlifting stunts at youth
as He pleases."
rallies, schools and churches as part of their ministry geared toward Christ.

Sports Notebook
The Great Sports Debate
Tickets
fiveticketsto all tournament games,
Tickets for the Liberty Univer- including the Big South ChampionBoxing needs new ranking system to organize champs sity-Radford
University showdown ship game.
By JONATHAN COOLEY
Champion Reporter

In order to clean up professional
boxing it is essential to reorganize the
sport by providing one champion in
each of the 17 weight classes.
There are three major ranking
organizations and numerous lesserknown organizations. This causes
confusion for the fans who regularly
watch boxing. In the space of one
week they can watch two or three
championship fights in the same
weight class. And a reorganization of
boxing would definitely clear things

up for the fans.
A reorganization of boxing would
also provide a clear champion and
could be used to provide the best
fights and make sure the best fighter is
champ. Whoever is rated a champion
by one of the major ranking organizations is guaranteed a big payday for
his fights, even if he is not fighting a
real contender. This tends to create
dull fights by big-name fighters
against lesser-known boxers.
In a unified boxing ranking system,
the number-one ranked fighter could
be forced to fight the number-two

rated boxer or he could have his belt
taken away. This would force the best
fighters to compete and keep the ranking system clear.
There are 17 weight divisions in
boxing. Almost all of them have two
or more champions and currently there
is no weight class with an undisputed
champion. Riddock Bowe had the
undisputed heavy weight title but he
lost one of his belts because he refused to fight a contender. Now there
is even more confusion.
A reorganization of boxing would
help clean up the sport, and it would

help alleviate the scams run by proon Saturday, Feb. 26, at RU are on
In addition, if 47 people sign
moters like Don King. Promoters like sale now. Tickets are $5 and can be up to travel on a chartered bus
him manipulate the sport by not fightpurchased at the LU ticket office. to Charleston, S.C., for the
ing boxers who they think have a
Anyone interested can call J.B. tournament, the cost will be
chance to beat their boxers until it is
Coincon at 582-2187 or 582-4452. $30 each for the trip.
absolutely necessary.
Also, ticket packets fortlic men's
Anyone interested in either the
All sports have a single champion
Big South Tournament can be bus trip or the travel packet should
and if boxing wants to thrive and
purchased at the LU ticket office contactJ.B.Coinconat 582-2187 or
regain its popularity, it needs to go to
for $15. The ticket booklet includes 582-4452.
a single world-wide ranking system.
Sports Schedule
The game will once again be respectable if people do not feel it is being Men's basketball: At home on Sat- Indoor track: The teams will
urday, Feb. 20, against UMBC start- compete on Saturday, Feb. 20, at
manipulated. It would be in the best
interest of boxing to establish a single ing at 7:30 p.m. On the road Mon- the GMU Collegiate Invitational in
world champion.
day, Feb. 22, against UNC-Greens- Blacksburg, Va.
boro starting at 7 p.m.
Hockey: At home on Friday, Feb.
Women's basketball: On the road 19, through Sunday, Feb. 21, for the
Thursday, Feb. 18, against Towson regional tournament in Vinton, Va.
champions from therestof the pack. State starting at 7:30 p.m. On the Times will be announced.
If more boxers were deserving of all road Saturday, Feb. 20, against Tennis: On the road Monday, Feb.
UMBC starting at 7:30 p.m. On the 22, at Campbell startingat2p.m.On
three belts, I guarantee they would
road Tuesday, Feb. 23, against UNC- the road Tuesday, Feb. 23, against
hold the unified championship.
Averett College starting at 3 p.m.
Until then, why should boxing settle Greensboro starting at 7 p.m.
Wrestling:
At
home
on
Friday,
Feb.
Baseball: On the road Friday, Feb.
for a unification of its three federa19,
against
George
Mason
Univer19, against Radford starting at 2:30
tions for the sake of having only one
sity
starting
at
7
p.m.
On
the
road
p.m.
On the road for a doubleheader
champion. Make the boxers earn the
Saturday,
Feb.
20,
against
Virginia
Saturday,
Feb. 20, against Radford
title of unified champion rather than
Tech
starting
at
7:30
p.m.
starting
at
12 p.m.
handing it to them by default!

Boxing's ranking system provides checks and balances
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

Boxing is a sport unlike any other,
and it follows its own rules and regulations regarding champions. Therefore, a reorganization of its system
would be much like asking any other
professional sport to follow another
set of rules, regarding its champions.
Currently there are 17 different
weight classes in boxing, and all are
ranked by three different boxing organizations. The World Boxing Council (WBC), the World Boxing Association (WBA) and the International
Boxing Federation (IBF) provide a
system of checks and balances much
like the house of representatives,
senate and presidentdo for each other.
Out of 17 weight classes, 14 have
three different champions and the
other three are split two to one on the

Reeves wins
100th game,
team breaks
LU records

champion as rated by the three or- WBCtitleand it was given to Lennox
ganizations. There are only two ex- Lewis who is a top heavyweight
planations for this: either the three contender.
groups like to disagree with each other
How else would boxing have been
or else there is no clear-cut champion able to provide an incentive for Bowe
in the 17 weight classes.
to defend his title against someone
The most celebrated of boxing's besides 15th ranked (if he's lucky)
weight classes is the heavyweight Michael Dokes?
With one title the champ could
division, and this group provides
examples of why the three rating simply deny all legitimate contenders
for as long as he wanted to reign as
groups are necessary.
First, when Riddick Bowe defeated champion. With the three groups, the
Evander Holyfield in atitlefightear- boxer knows he will be stripped of a
lier this year, he held the IBF title title if he procrastinates for too long.
while Holyfield held the WBC and
Second, in most people's mind a
WBAtitles.The three belts provided true champion would want to obtain
incentive for the winner to unify the and retain all three championship belts.
division by winning thefight.Bowe Justask Mike Tyson. He had no trouble
accomplished this with his victory.
unifying the heavyweightdivisionand
However, Bowe did not defend his retaining his title at the same time
title against a legitimate contender in until his loss to Buster Douglas.
enoughtime,so he was stripped of his
It is simply a way to weed out true

P^P^W^WSI

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

Third year Lady Flames Head
Coach Rick Reeves received his
100th college career win Monday,
Feb. 8, when Liberty defeated
Winthrop 62-59.
The 14-7 Lady Flames reached a
number of other milestones as a result
of its successful year.
"It is a great feeling that God has
blessed me with," Reeves said. "But
these 100 wins are extra special because of the team I have this season.
Of all the great teams I have coached,
I have never coached a better group of
kids as this year."
Reeves also broke a milestone when
his Lady Flames broke the LU
women's record for most wins in a
season with 14. And with only one
more win, the Lady Flames could be
the first team since 1984 to have a
winning record.
The school record for the longest
winning streak was another milestone
shattered by the 1992-93 Lady Flames.
The win overTowson State pushed its
winning streak to six games.
Reeves said the biggest key to the
team's success is persistence and a
flat out strong effort.
"Even before we lost Theresa
(Bream) to injury, we were picked to
finish sixth in the Big South," Reeves
said. "But our kids are not listening to
the critics and are giving it all they
have."
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Jordan comes away clean
ByDANBORRIES

NBA Roundup

Champion Reporter

We all know Michael Jordan is the
greatest player to ever play the game
of basketball because of all he's accomplished. However, every player
deserves some criticism.
The Bulls won six of its nine games
on the road these two weeks, including the team's last road game win in
Indiana on 115-104 night, 115-104.
The problem is, with about 4:29
left in the first quarter, Pooh
Richardson missed a shot. Reggie
Miller then went up and tipped in the
missed shot. Miller went down the
court and bumped Jordan with a forearm and Jordan then chased Miller
down the court.
Next Jordan exchanged a few
words with Miller, and he didn't
take Jordan's words lightly, and a
few fists went swinging. As they
fought, both benches cleared.
Now for the criticism. Miller was
the recipient of a personal foul, technical foul and was later thrown out of
the game. Jordan, who also was involved in the brawl, received NOTHING!
I'm sorry, no player deserves that

much leniency. Being a fan of both
players, Ifindit hard to believe that
Jordan gets off clean, and to this
little stunt I give him and the officials the "cake-eater" award.
Another person that agrees is Bob
Hill, the Pacers' coach. He was also
ejected from the game and a recipient of a technical foul. Why? He
only threw down his clipboard and
shattered it all over the courtside.
The Pacers were denied a chance
to beat the Bulls. Then again the
team probably couldn't win anyway since it handed Dallas only its
fourth win on Friday night. The
Pacers had no excuses there. Maybe
its just that Dallas is ready to enter
double digits in the win column.
In other news, last Sunday was a
day for big games as there was a
rematch of last year's championship series between the Trailblazers
and the Bulls. Of course the Bulls
won just like the series.
I feel bad for all the basketball
fans who missed The Shaq Attack
in Phoenix. Even though Charles

Barkley, who scored 28 points, and
the Suns won the game, Shaq left his
mark.
Following up an outside shot, Shaq
slammed the ball in the hoop and that
was it for that backboard. The board
itself didn't break, but Shaq broke the
entire support system. The game was
postponed 31 minutes. Both teams
waited in the locker rooms for the
game to resume with the new board.
Other little hassles and fights this
week include a man by the name of
Darrell Walker. Remember, he once
clocked the Mailman, Karl Malone,
from behind after he elbowed Isiah
Thomas. Thomasreceived40stitches.
Walker, who's now with the Bulls,
taunted the Mailman again by encouraging him to fight Though nothing happened, it bothered Malone a
little. He constantly fought that night
with the general manager about his
performance. Walker just claims that
Malone isn't going to do him what he
does to everyone else.
Finally, on a hot note, the Jazz are
no longer in first. The hot Spurs have
gone on a winning spree and dethroned
the Jazz. However, count on Utah to
obtain the top spot again.

NHL needs improvement
By BRIAN SPERLING
Since Gary Bettman took over as
commissioner of the National Hockey
League last year, there have been many
changes implemented under his guidance for the good of the game.
However, anyone who watched the
All-Star Game was hit in the face with
one glaring problem. Bettman needs
to change the format of the game or
cancel it altogether.
Granted, trying to improve the
competitiveness of the Ail-Star Game
is not one of the more vital items
which needs to be addressed by the
NHL. However, it should be dealt
with because fans deserve better.
The 16-6 trouncing by the Prince of
Whales Conference was disappointing enough, but what was really intriguing was the fact that the Whales
were without its two star players.
No Mario Lemieux and no Eric
Lindros. To top that off, the Whales
were without Brian Leetch, the superb defenseman for the Rangers.
With this taken into consideration,
one can see that there is a problem

out, the Penguins are steadily skating
with the most points in the league.
The rest of the division is up for
grabs as four teams battle for the three
final playoff spots. Look for the Islanders or New Jersey to be the odd
team out as they battle with Washington and the Rangers for the three
remaining positions.
In the Adams, Quebec has been in
Montreal's rear view minor all season. However, pencil in the Habs for
first place over the pesky Nordiques.
Boston has been playing solidly
enough to make a run at second.
If any team makes a run at Chicago
in the Norris, it will be Detroit. That
will be a difficult task as the Blackhawks have been solid all season. The
interesting battle will be for the final
playoff berth in which St. Louis and
Toronto should battle to the wire.
The Smythe is clumped like the
Patrick as the four top teams jockey
for position. Expect to see Vancouver
and Calgary go down to the last weekend for the division title. If Winnipeg
stays consistent, the Jets will be able
to hold off Los Angeles for third.

NHL Roundup

Champion Reporter

with this so-called "classic."
For one, the players seemed to think
the skills competition from the night
before was still taking place. Defensemen from the Campbell Conference
looked so uninterested that the oldtimers would have held out better.
Secondly, goalies' lives are in
danger. It is not surprising goals are
scored when 100-mile-per-hour slap
shots are getting fired at them.
As it stands now, no game should
be played since the players show no
interest for it. However, if the league
can institute some kind of incentive
for competitive play on both sides,
the Ail-Star Game could be considered a "classic" once again.
Maybe the players were saving their
energy for the rest of the season. Here
is a look at how the divisions appear
to be shaping up for postseason play.
The Patrick is the only division in
which the champions have all but
been decided. Pittsburgh has led from
the start; and even with Super Mario

Wake Forest rising in polls
By NELSON MUMMA JR.
Champion Reporter

Wake Forest, continuing to be the
surprise team in the ACC, beat Duke
98-86 Saturday at Cameron Indoor
Stadium. The win for the Demon
Deacons (7-3,16-4) moved them past
Duke into third place in the conference, one game behind North Carolina and 1.5 games behind Florida
State.
Junior Rodney Rogers, arguably
one of the best players in the country,
paced.Wake Forest with 35 points.
Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski called
Rogers' performance"asgoodasl've
seen in Cameron in my 13 years."
Cherokee Parks and Thomas Hill
led Duke (7-4, 19-4) with 18 points
each.
Wake Forest, ranked ninth in the
nation, also broke an eight year losing
streak at Cameron Indoor Stadium. It
was the second loss for Duke this year
on its home court after winning more
than 75 straight games there.

College Hoops
Wake Forest is one of the four ACC
teams in the top 10, including Duke,
North Carolina and Florida State.
While Wake Forest was busy upsetting Duke, Minnesota had its way
with Iowa, beating the team 91-85 in
Minneapolis.
The Golden Gophers handed the
Hawkeyes their third straight loss and
fifth in Big Ten play. The loss also put
Iowa at 4-4 since losing star forward
Chris Street in a car accident.
The win moved Minnesota past
Iowa in the conference and improved
its record to 13-7,5-6 inBig Ten play.
Earlier in the week, number-one
ranked Indiana avoided becoming
another top-rank team to be upset
when it pulled out an 88-84 doubleovertime win over Penn State.
The Hoosiers, first in the Big Ten,
dodged a bullet when Penn State's
Greg Bartram was called for a contro-

versial offensive foul with 17.3 seconds left. Indiana received the ball
after the foul, tied the score and eventually won in two overtimes.
However, it was the offensive foul
that seemed to determine the game.
Richard Faulk, assistant Big Ten
commissioner and supervisor of officials, called Penn State Coach Barry
Parkhill's office and informed him
that the call was missed.
Television replays showed
Bartram's jersey was grabbed by
Hoosier Chris Reynolds while Bartram was going for a break-away
layup. However, officials called Bartram for pushing Reynolds away.
Had the foul been called against
Indiana, Penn State would have had a
two point lead, two foul shots and the
ball with 17.3 seconds left.
On Sunday, Michigan traveled to
Indiana to play one of the biggest
games of the season.
IU preserved it's 26-game home
winning streak with a 93-92 win.

Who's on first in the NL East?
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

As baseball continues to travel down
the confusing road of trades and free
agency, it is becoming harder to keep
up with who is on each ballclub.
Here's a brief look at the action so
far in the National League East.
The Chicago Cubs addedfivepitchers to the roster, three of which are
relievers and two starters. The Cubbies acquired Randy Myers, Dan
Plesac and Jeff D. Robinson.
Jose Guzman and Greg Hibbard
will provide solid pitching to try to
make up for the loss of ace Greg
Maddux to the Braves. Adding speed
to the outfield is Willie Wilson and
adding power is Candy Maldonado.
In New York, the Mets have a revamped infield with Howard Johnson
back at third base, Tony Fernandez at
shortstop, Jeff Kent at second and
Eddie Murray still playing first base.

MLB Roundup
Newly acquired pitchers Mike
Maddux and Frank Tanana will
improve the pitching staff behind Doc
Gooden and Bret Saberhagen.
The Pittsburgh Pirates added two
veteran relievers to its pitching
ranks—John Candelaria and Alejandro Pena. This should boost the B uc' s
bullpen which already had a successful closing staff in '92 with Stan
Belinda, Bob Patterson and Roger
Mason combining for 35 saves.
For the outfield, the Pirates signed
Lonnie Smith from the Braves.
In St. Louis and Montreal, things
have been relatively calm. The Cardinals acquired relief pitcher Rob
Murphy to complement Lee Smith
who notched 43 saves last year.
Montreal has done very little in the
realm of free agency as well, but the
i

team has signed a number of pitchers
to minor league contracts, including
former Houston pitcher Jimmy Jones.
The Phillies added two more outfielders to an already-full outfield.
Pete Incaviglia, Milt Thompson and
Jim Eisenreich will join Len Dykstra
and Wes Chamberlain.
Down in Florida the Marlins picked
up players from all over.
In the infield the projections are:
Dave Magadan at third base, Bret
Barberie at second base, Orestes
Destrade at first and Walt Weiss at
shortstop. The projected outfield
consists of Junior Felix inrightfield,
Chuck Carr in center and Jeff Conine
in left field.
The number-one starting pitcher
will probably be Charlie Hough with
Bryan Harvey in the bullpen and
Benito Santiago catching.
Next week the National League
West will be examined.
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This season the Flames hope to regain the form which won the team 32 games two seasons ago. Another key to LU's success this season will be the return of third baseman Bill Speek. Two
LU is counting on Kris Morton to return to his 1991 pitching form when he won five games and was years ago he led the team in RBIs while batting .362 and finishing with a slugging percentage
undefeated. He could be the ace of the staff after missing last year with a shoulder injury.
of .571. LU will also be searching for everyday outfielders this season.

Team goal: to train recruits, stay healthy
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The Liberty Flames baseball team
begins its 1993 season at Radford
University on Feb. 19th. Head Coach
Johnny Hunton is optimistic about the
season although he admits there are a
few problem areas which need to be
worked out.
"Overall, we have good speed in
base running and a good defense,"
Hunton said. "We have some proven
Division 1 hitters, so I know that we
are going to be able to score some
runs."
With only two returning starting
pitchers, however, Hunton admits the
team will be focusing a lot of time on
training the new recruits.
"We have five freshmen pitchers
who we will be working with to get
them ready as soon as possible,"
Hunton said. "They were all good

players in high school; but, as they
have had no college experience, we
will need to be working with them a
little more."
Richard Humphrey and Kris Morton are the two returning starting pitchers. Hunton said that there will be
tremendous pressure on these two
hurlers in the beginning of the season.
Left-handed pitcher Rob Eagle will
be available as areliefpitcher.
"Humphrey and Morton will have
to carry the pitching," Hunton said,
"but they have proven that they're
capable of this responsibility. Although Morton was out with an injured arm last season, his arm has
healed nicely, and his freshman record of 5-0 is a good indication of his
capabilities."
Freshmen Jason Baker, Kurt Harris
and Jason Smith, who were red shirts
last year, are all possible candidates

to help in the starting rotation. Although Baker also plays outfield,
Hunton feels that he could be an asset
to the pitching staff.
Todd Martin was to be a starting
pitcher this year, however, after surgery on his arm last spring, he will
again be out for the season.
On the defensive side, Coach Hunton has a positive outlook regarding
both the infield and outfield positions. Although the starting lineup is
not yet determined, Hunton said each
position has many capable candidates.
"Sheldon Bream will definitely be
playingfirstbase," Hunton said. "His
batting average was .384 last year
before ending the season early with
an out of joint shoulder."
"The second base position still
needs to be decided," Hunton continued. "Jacob Hines, a junior college
recruit from Idaho, and Jeremy Tully

are both possible choices right now.
Tully can also play shortstop, so he
might also be used there."
The other possible shortstop is Scott
Harmscn. Harmsen broke his hand
last season, but Hunton said it has
healed and he is again swinging the
bat well.
"Bill Speek, Shane McClung and
Jim Cleveland all play third base.
Speek led the team in RBIs during the
'91 season, and he is again swinging
the bat well this season.
"There are three (players) battling
for the starting catcher position:
Beau Martin, Eric Christensen and
Karl Shoemaker," Hunton said. "Last
year at midseason, before he broke
his leg, Martin was the leading hitter
with a .414 average. His leg is
still healing, and a slight limp
remains. We're hoping that he
will be able to play."

There are five players battling for
the outfield positions including two
junior college transfers. Hunton said
that Charlie Kim is swinging the bat
well so far; but as a whole, all of the
players are playing equally well.
Hunton commented that the season
is competitively equal to what the
team has been up against the past few
seasons. However, due to new teams
entering the Big:South Conference,
the season had to begin a few weeks
early.
"It's hard to begin this early,"
Hunton said, "but all of the other
teams are in the same boat. We should
be on equal footing with Radford
regardless of the early start."
Starting a few weeks early, however, does not totally compensate for
the extra games. The Flames will be
playing six games a week, with three
of the games played on the weekends.

Usually the team will play one game
on Friday and a doubleheader on
Saturday.
"Our hardest game will most likely
be against Coastal Carolina which is
picked to lead the league," Hunton
said. "University of Maryland-Baltimore County and Winthrop will also
be challenging the teams."
Hunton also commented that the
team's goal is to make the Big South
playoffs.
"If we can win two out of three
games every weekend, there is no
doubt we'd make it in the top
six," Hunton said. "Then, of course,
we would like to win the Big
South and get a bid to the NCAA
tournament."
However, Hunton said the team's
main purpose is for the team to grow
spiritually and academically as well
as improve its game.

Returning Players
Kris Morton
Morton returns for his junior
campaign to help guide the
Flames' starting pitching staff.
Morton was injured last year
and sat out the entire season
while the team struggled
without him.
His freshman season he was
5-0 with a 3.12 ERA. He also
led the team with 52 strikeouts
and also pitched two complete
games.
He is a lefthander with a good
fastball and curve.

Beau Martin
Martin returns after a
dissappointing season in which
he broke his leg after playing in
23 games. At the time of his
injury, he was leading the team
with a .414 batting average and
tallied 23 RBIs in as many
games. He also slammed five
homers and stole five bases.
This season he will be counted
on to help produce runs in the
lineup as he scored 30 in limited
action last year. He had a .713
slugging percentage.

Sheldon Bream
Bream returns for his senior
year after batting .384 in 31
games last season. This year
he will be counted on to supply
punch in the Flames' lineup
and set the table for the
power hitters. Last season he
knocked in 24 runs and scored
21. He only struck out 13 times
in 112 at bats and finished with
a .473 slugging percentage and
.458 on base percentage. He
also played solid defense at
first base.

The Coaches

1993 Tentative Depth Chart
Outfield
#17 Charlie Kim
#23 Jim Cleveland
#27 Ryan Hutchison
#28 John Horton
#29 Tim Ulrich

Coaches
#4 Head Coach Johnny Hunton
#35 Assistant Coach Dave Pastors
#32 Assistant Coach Greg Morhardt
#7 Student Assistant Kevin Camper
Student Assistant Todd Martin

Johnny Hunton
Head Coach
Third Season

Dave Pastors
Assistant Coach
Seventh Season

Greg Morhardt
Assistant Coach
Third Season

1993 Liberty Baseball Schedule
Date
Opponent
Feb. 19 at Radford
Feb. 27 Maryland
Mar. 2 James Madison
Mar. 3 atUNC-G
Mar. 5 at Campbell
Mar. 6 at Campbell (DH)
Mar. 8 at Va. Corrun.
Mar. 9 Howard
Mar. 10 Virginia
Mar. 12 Winthrop
Mar. 13 Wlntbrop (DH)
Mar. IS atN.C.A&T
Mar. 16 at Appy Stale
Mar. 17 at Davidson
Mar. 18 Brockport
Mar. 19 UNC-Asheville
Mar. 20 UNC-A (DH)

Time
2:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 p.m.

Mar. 23 at Richmond
3 p.m.
Mar. 25 C'oppin State
at City Stadium 6 p.m.
Mar. 27 Davidson
2 p.m.
Mar. 29 at Longwood
3 p.m.
Mar. 30 W & M
3 p.m.
Mar. 31 at Virginia
3 p.m.
Apr. 2 at Coastal (DH) 3 p.m.
Apr. 3 at Coastal
1 p.m.
Apr. 6 Old Dominion
3 p.m.
Apr. 7 Lyncburg Red Sox
at City Stadium 7 p.m.
Apr. 8 George Mason
3 p.m.
Apr. 9 Towson State
3 p.m.
Apr. 10 Towson St. (DH) 1p.m.
Apr. 15 Richmond
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
Apr. 16 at UMBC
Apr. 17 atUMBC(DH)
12 p.m.

Apr. 19 Va. Commonwealth
at City Stadium 7 p.m
Apr. 20 UNC-Greensboro
at City Stadium 7 p.m.
Apr. 21 at Old Dominion 7 p.m.
Apr. 22 atW&M
3 p.m.
Apr. 23 Charleston S.
3 p.m.
Apr. 24 Charl.S.(DH)
1 p.m.
Apr. 27 at Virginia Tech 3 p.m.
Apr. 28 Virginia Tech
3 p.m.
Apr. 29 at James Madison 3 p.m.
Apr.30 N.C.A&T
3 p.m.
May 4 at George Mason 3 p.m.
May 8 Norfolk State
1 p.m.
May 13-15 Big South Tournament
May 27-31 NCAA Regional
Bold Denotes Home Games
(DH) Represents Doubleheaders

Thlrdbase
#34 Bill Speek
#5 Shane McClung

Flrstbase
#16 Sheldon Bream
#31 Rich Distler

Catcher
#22 Beau Martin
#36 Karl Shoemaker
#26 Erik Christensen
#2 Jake Miller

